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HOUSING SERIES

Next week staff writer Ray Zagorski
r: starts
a series on the housing situation at
USF. First series will be Paul Wallace's
and Kappy Kidd's challenge of the housing regulations.
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Tatelman Bill For
Free Publication

By CONNIE HAIGLEY
Managing Editor
(Please See Editorial, Page 4)
A bill which was read before Thursday's legislature
and authored by Rep. David
Tatelman, has asked that part
of the student activities fee be
appropriated to the fo rmation
of a "free student publication
on campus."
The bill, which has been in
committee this week will be
voted on Thursday. It asks
that the publication be free
from the authority of the office of student affairs, any
college and the student associa tion.

[
Coffeeshop Provides lndepe n~·ent Study
Who was it that once said, "life is measured
out in styrofoam coffee containers?'' If that
be the cas e, the UC Coffeeshop has gone
through many generations. And who sa id, "I

wish I had a nickel for every hour spent in
the Coffeeshop?" Instead, the situation usually incurs spending twice that amount to keep
the conversation rolling.

IT ALSO ASKS that the student government's a uthority

DAVID TATELi\:IAN
. . . writes bill
over the publication extend
only to the formation of the
publication and the yearly allocation of fu nds.
Roger Coe co-authored the
bill.
Mario Garcia , editor of The

'Medical School On ·Schedule'

By MARIO GARCU
Editor

Despite rej ection of $5.5million in federal matching
funds for USF's medical
school buildings , President
John Allen last week assured
a group of Hillsborough legislators that the medical education program is "o:i sch edule"
and classes could start in September.
However, Pres. Allen said it
may not be possible to start
the proposed third-year phase
by which 25 third-year medical students would be admitted to the clinical curriculum
part of the medical program .
Allen admitted ·,o tJ;e legislas
tors that "time may be too
short" and that he does not
expect to hire ,professors for
this phase until July 1.
Therefore, if approved by
the Board of Regents, the
medical school p r o g r a m
would start with 25 Iirst-year
students who would con centrate on the basic medical sciences phase of the program .

ALLEN EXPLAINED to the
legislators that it is necessa ry
to draw the line between the
College of Medicbe, as a n ed-

SEN. OTT
. ready to help

Health, Education and Welfare (HE\V) rejected the application for fund s last December and cited " six weaknesses" of the applica tion,
suggesting USF o f f i c i a 1 s
strengthen it in the " weak"
areas a nd submit it in June.
Some of the weaknesses
cited by HEW officials are the
. lack of full ti me fa culty or department chairmen during the
planning stages, for which,
Pres. Allen sa id, the University does not have any funds.
Also listed a~ a wea kness was
the fact that the a rchitectural
pla:i, prcsente,~ die not appear sized to fit a -beginning
class of 110 students and util izati on of rooms was not
specifically explained.
Allen said it would not be
possible to resubmit application for federal funds before
June.

Se n. True tt Ott asked if
Allen though t a call for help
sh ould be sent to U.S. Reps.
Sam Gibbons and William C.
Cramer. Pres. Allen r eplied,
" I don 't thi:ik the people who
make the fi na l decisions on
these application like to be
subject to political pressure."
Rep. Terrell Sessums said it
would be proper to start the
medi cal school with the $3million already appropriated
and not wait for a second application to HEW.

"WE (legislators) pledge
every possible assistance and
suppor t to USF's medical
schools," Rep. Sessums said.

ucational program , and th e
completion of our medical sci-·
" IN~ give you Cll!r!pletc • e11ence s -building will be decouragement and support to
layed," he said. " But there
start the medica l school · in
are precedents where medical
September. "
schools a re housing first and
What is the future of the
second year students in temmedical sch ool and where
porary quarters until permadoes USF stand right now?
nent structures a re built a nd
we ca n do that also. "
Pres. Allen says a September start depe;1ds on the ReAt the same time, Alle:i
"IF WE GO into the session gents. .l\s fa r as faci lities to
said that the fifth phase of th e
without
fe deral matchi ng house the 25 charter class
program, the Un iversity Hosfunds
for
the first project," - members, Allen said "the
pital, m ay never have to be
Sen.
Lou
is
de la P arle said, basic medical sciences can be
built, if pl ans to affiliate wi th
USF
would
have
difficulty get- taught in the labs we now
local hospitals prove effecti ve.
ting capital outlay fu nds have." A fac ulty of six will be
THE U.S. Department of from the Legislature. "
hired to teach the 25 students.
1

MED s.CHOOL
Where Do~ We Stand?
./ U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has rejected USF's first application
for $5.5 million in federal funds for medical
school building program.
1' Second application attempt will be made in
J¥n~ t:.i 1t!ie HEW. ',

./ Pres. Allen has asked the Board of Regents
to appro'le an interim start with 25 students
in September.
J The final phase of the building program, the
University Hospital, may be eliminated to
cut down on expenses, since local hospitals
may be used for clinical training.
1' Building construction is delayed, but not the
medical education program.

Visiting Scholars Here This Qua rter

DR.. BERTRAM )'.[ORRIS
... from Colorado

Pix Schedu le
Makeup date for seniors
is Jan. 31. Appointments
mu st be made at the Aegean office, ext. 679. All male
seniors must wear dark
coat and tie.
Cookie Sp e 11 e r anmiunced the schedule for
the rest of the Greek pictures :
Ja n. 27-B: 30 a .m. to 9 :30 a.m. IF C

9:30 a. m. to nc-0n La mbda

Chi Alph a
1 p. m . t o .! : 30 p.m. SAE

Ja n. 28-8:30

a.m .

to

9:30

Sigma P hi E ps ilon
9:3o

a.m. to

12

a.rn.

neon

Sig-

ma Nu
1 p.m. to J:30 p.m. Tr i
Ch i
J an . 29- 8:30 a .m. to 9:30 a.m.
T he ta Chi
9:30

a.m. to 12 noon

Kappa A lpha
1 p.m. to 4:30

Delta Thela
J an. 30-8 : 30 a.m. to

p.m .

Pi

Phi

9:30 a.m.
Al ptia E psilon Phi
9: 30 a .m. to 12 noo n T E P
1 p.m. to 2 :30 p.m. TKE
2: 30 p.m. to L:30 p.m. Ze-

to Beta Ta u

C. Hugh Holman of the Uni versity of North Carolina will
speak tonight at 8 o'clock as
part of the continuing Visiting
Scholars Program. Several
distinguished professors in
philosophy are also scheduled
for la ter this quarter.
Holman will speak on
" Thomas Wolfe arid the Epic
Tradition" in the Physics Auditorium. He is a specialist in
the field of American literati.:re, especially the American
novel.
He received his Ph.D. from
the University of North Carolina in 1949 a nd has been associated with that university
ever since. He has been full
professor since 1956 and Dean
of the Graduate School there
since 1963.

University of Minnesota pamphlet series on American writers (1960) , "Development of
American Literary Criticism"
(co-author, 1955), "A Handbook to Literature (co-author,
1960) and a Casebook on
Thomas Wolfe.
Thirteen_ .noted . philosophy
scholars will speak at USF
during Quarter II.

The ..program has been described as "the most significant that any undergradua te
department has ever scheduled during a. single quarter,"
by philosophy department
chairman James A. Gould.
Gould added that the University was fortunate in obtaining the services of such a
large ni;mber of these experts
at the same time. He feels
HIS PUBLICATIONS in- that circumstance s w h i c h
clude "Thomas Woife," in the made the program possible

will probably not present
themselves again for many
years.
The scheduled of scholars
will include the following :
DR. MELVIN Rader is professor of philosophy at the
University of Washington.
Rader has long been a leading
scholar in American aesthetics and is known for his editorship of the text, "A Modern
Book of Aesthetics," as well
as for his aesthetic contributions to the field of literature.
Rader is a member of the
board of trustee s of the Amer. ican Society for Aesthetics
arid has also served as president·of that organization .
·Another visitor will be Lee
Baxa ndall, a ti th o r, playwright, an d fo rmer editor of
"Studies on the Left. " Baxandall has recently published

a biography of :YI a r x is t
studies in a rt history, sociology of art, and aesthetics, titled "Marxism and Aesthetics."

icantly to the literatt:re on
theory of culture and the relationship of cultural components to philosophical ideas
and movements.

JIB IS ALSO a leading fi gure in the New York City critical theatre sc ene. His recent
translation of P eter Weiss'
" Song of th e Lus itanian
Bogey" has been produced
and played in New York, as
has been his own ro ck·
musical, " Move."

Dr. Vytautas Kavolis is
chairman of the Department
of Sociology at Dickinson College. He is presently publish·
ing the first and only significant English language work
on the sociology of art.

Dr. Bertram Morris, professor of philosophy at the University of Colorado, will join
the ranks of scholars visiting
USF. Morris is distinguished
for his work in the philosophy
of culture and has most recently undertaken an examination of the sources of John
Dewey's a esthetics. He has
contributed heavily and signif-

WILLIS TRUITT, assistant
professor of . philosophy at
USF, will also take part in the
program. Truitt has recently
conducted research into the
bio-genetic foundations of the
aesthetic response and the artistic process. Truitt has also
contributed articles on aesthetics and social theory to several journals.

Anderson, Tonkin To Lead SRG'
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Assist.ant Makeup Editor
Wi thout opposition, Steve
Anderson a nd Chuck Tonkin
have been chosen by Students
for a Responsible Government
(SRG) to head their slate of
candida tes in this quarter' s
presidential, vice-presidential
a nd senatorial elections.
SRG , USF 's lone political
party, introduced for the first
time a platform, also unanimously approved.
Seven of eight senate positions were nominated including Student Government Senators Roger Coe, Betsy Smoot
and Re1)resen ta tives Bob Van
Hook, ·Bob Hightower an d
Doug Griffin. Also nominated
were Ken Rubin, chairman of

SRG , and a newcomer to poli:
tics at USF, Jack Belford.
Seven of the 21 fra ternities
and sororities pledged their
members to SRG. There were
a total of 103 Greek delegates
fro m Delta Gamma, Kappa
Delta, Chi Omega , La mbda
Chi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta
and Zeta Beta Tau. There
were only four independent
delegates.
The SRG pla tform called,
among others, for the following :
v " . . . im mediate and
fu ndamental cha nges . . . in
our educational system," refe rring to the "nonprogress ive
attitudes . . . of our educational process," in administration of the quarter system .

V' En dorsement of the Bill
of Stude nt Rights.
v " . . . immediate and
fundamental revmons
within the contractual fr amework governing ... food a nd
housing ," claiming they were,
•·unreasonable a n d inadequa te. "
V' Expansi on of intercollegiate athletics with the i:1itiation of a basketball team .
v Opposition to cost in·
creases in educa tion , unless
matched with equal funds
fro m t he state and increase in
the qua lity of education .
v A solution to the "inadequa te pa rking faciliites" en dorsing the "concep t of a
rapid transit system ."
V' Creation of a campus

Ra thskeller beer hall , similar
to the one now operating at
the Uni versitv of Florida.
v Fact1lty • evaluation for
the entire faculty.
v Support of the State
Co uncil of Student Body Presidents.
v The creation of a "new
dialogue," so that the " University and the community
can grow together in a bond
of understa nding," claiming
the " line of communication
was twisted and finally severed by the news med ia in
this area ."
v Increase d stud ent representation all areas of university life, encouraging "all
students to become involved
in un iversity affairs a nd express their opinions •.. "

STEVE ANDERSON
... new appointment

I can scare The Oracle staff
into shaping up, I will withdraw my bill." He said he did
not reserach his premises because they are based on opinions, not facts. "I didn 't think
it was necessary bee a use the
bill is based on idealism."
Tatelman is a former associate editor of the Florida
Presbyterian College Trident
where said he was frequently
ROGER COE
called on the carpet for his
. . . signs it t-00
column "Tempo", in which he
advocated drinking on campus
Oracle said, "No publication and open dorms which The
can ever be free when it's Oracle has also advocated.
He feels that with a Board
funds are controlled by a
of
Publications, such as at
form of government. "
Many members of the legis- FPC, student publications are
lature have expressed disap- freer than at USF. Alligator
Editor Harold Aldrich, who is
proval of the bill.
also und·er a Board of PubliREP. MIKE Domanski said ca tions at the University of
" Forget it. That bill will never Florida says that The Oracle
pass." "I like The Oracle just sh ould fight such a move bethe way it is and I think it is cause, having had to work
a really tremendous paper," under a Board he knows how
Rep. Robin Altman said.
crippling it can be.
Sen. Steve Anderson said he
AFTER THE BILL is voted
is not in favor o.f a second stuon
Thursday, presuming that
dent paper, but he would like
to see The Oracle be more it passes, it will go to Scott
free. Byron Howes , commuter Barnett, SG president for his
representative said he liked approval or veto. If he passes
the bill because " We all know it the bill will go into effect
that Allen (John S) is the ulti- im mediately, said Tatelman.
mate arbitor of wha t goes in The budget must be approved
by President Allen before it
The Oracle. "
will
be in actual ef.fect.
In defense of his bill, Tatle"This bill goes hand in hand
man said he wrote it because
we sh ould have a student pub- with the Stud·e nt Bill Of
lication. "As the situation is Rights," Tatelman said. Secnow, there is the potential for tion 9 of the bill says that stuthe director of campus publi- dents should have the right to
cations to step in and inter- establish a free student press
fere. That's the reason the subject only to statute and
Oracle has the type of people those regulations imposed
on it that it does and why all upon publications by a student
the good adventurous people board.
E ditorials, advertising, and
don't stay.. , Tatelman feels
that there is no controversy at interpretive reporting shall
all in the content of the not be subject to any kind of
paper and that the problems censorship beyond that reare inherent in the structure, quired by law and decided
upon by student editorial
not the personalities .
staffs. The bill is still in comTATEL:\'IAN SA.ID that if mittee. (Please see related
his bill fails he will resign. "If stwy on this page.)

Students Await
Med School
By KATHY LOWRY
Correspondent
Students are eagerly waiting for the USF College of
Medicine to open next September, Dr. Alfred Lawton,
acting dean of the College,
said.
"In every mail I get some
letters from students asking
about getting into our class in
case we do start in 1969," he
said. "However, I am unable
to answer these letters until
we get a decision from the
Board of Regents."
The USF College of Medicine will begin classes next
September if the Board of Regents approves an emergency
appropri ation for hiring the
faculty. Lawton said that definite plans for the classes must
wait until word is received
from the Board.

USF HAS requested state
money for capital outlay and
operation for the medical
school, but action on this request cannot come until the
Legislature meets in April.
The need to begin planning
and hiring fa culty as soon as
possible prompted tl1e USF
request for emergency funds
through the Board of Regents.
The September classes of
the College of i'vledicine , if approved, ,~ill consist of up to 25
basic medical sc ience students a nd up to 25 clinical
medical students.
Lawton expects the former
to come from "pre-med gra duates in the a rea, " a nd the
latter from two-year medical
schools of which he said
" there are a few."
Concerning the recent delay
in federal acceptan ce of
USF's application for a S5.5million grant, Lawton emphasized that the loss or delay of
this money was not the "end"
of tl1e medical school.
"A MEDICAL school is not
a building," he said, "and
what we didn' t get was

matching funds to build a
building."
Lawton believes that the
University will benefit from
the dramatic increase in the
graduate program which the
medical school will bring.
Likewise, he feels that the
medical school could benefit
from an expansion and improvement of the graduate programs of the liberal arts college, especially in the fields of
· biochemistry , biology, and
psychology.

Referendum
Results
Delayed
Publication of the returns of
1 as t Wednesday's Student
Government (SG) referendum
concerning N.S.A. membership and changes in the constitution has been delayed as
a result of a court injunction.
John Greer, co-chairman of
SRG, initiated the movement
to prevent the announceme nt
of the original results.
Green held that the consti•
tution is vague as to the exact
method of counting the ballots. He maintained that the
constitution does not specify
whether the results of an
issue should be tabulated as
passed by a 2-3 majority of
the total vote, or by a 2-3 majority figured from the tota l
vote on that particular issue.
Louis LaGrande, chairman
of the Election Rules Committee, agreed that such accura·
cy in the tabulation of votes
" is indeed necessary" for SG
elections.
LaGrande also stated that
his committee has already
begun preparations for a recount of the referendum
votes.
The res ults will appear in
next \Vednesday·s issue of The
Oracle.
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ROBERT WHISNANT, JR.
. . • Homanities-J.C.

MICHAEL VARNER

. • • Engineering

NEIL BOEHME
.. . Pathology

WALTER WALKER
.•. Materials

GEORGE GATEWOOD

•.• Astronomy

MAIWORIE DAVIS
. .. Engllsh

OMA PANTRIDGE
. , . Speech Pathology

OALVIN SPARKS
• •• Vismi,l Arts.

Eight Students Named University Scholars
Eight USF students have been selected recipients of
University Scholar Awards, designed to recognize gradu~
ate students who show outstanding promise of future ere•
ativity in their fields.
Under the program each student will receive a stipend of $2400 plus registration and out-of-state tuition.
USF monies and the Federal College Work-Study Program fund the University Scholar Program, plus contributions from the community.
Donations earmarked for the 1968-69 awards were
made by the Film Classics League, Mrs. Avanelle Gray,
Havatampa Cigar Corp., IBM' Corp., Industrial Supply
Corp., Morrison Food Service, Palma Ceia Jr. Woman's
Club, and Tampa Electric Co.
DR. JACK A. CHAMBERS, program chairman,
whose research specialty is creativity, said competition
is University-wide with selection made by a central committee composed· of top University personnel. The committee acts upon recommendations from department chairmen and college deans. Candidates are full-time graduate
students working for advanced degrees in one of the University' departments.
" Each of the students is dedicated to work and study
in his field and e~ch has shown individualism and originality in exploration and research. Hard work and study

are not enough; imagination and creativity are primary
requisites," Chambers said.
The students' major fields include engineering,
speech gathology, English, astronomy, visual arts, and
the humanities.
Calvin Sparks, is studying for a master of visual arts
degree. Sparks is working ,vith Bryn Manley, assistant
professor of visual arts, in developing a curriculum in
photography. Sparks helped with layout design and actually setting up the recently completed photo lab for the
University's Visual Arts Department. USF hopes to receive grant funds to purchase movie equipment to be
used ,i n a program combining still photography and cinematography, Sparks said. Registration fees for the award
for Mr. Sparks were provided by Industrial Supply Corp.
NEfL BOEHME, works part-time at the Tampa Oral
School for the Deaf while studying for a master's degree
in speech pathology. Boehme likes working with children
and is especially interested in handfcapped children. His
work is not only in tutoring the deaf, but improving communications for those with speech and language d.ifficulties. Registration fees for the award for Boehme were
provided by Mrs. Avanelle Gray.
Oma P antridge; also a major in speech pathology, is
working 20 hours a week at MacDonald Training Center's

Bill Of Rights
Presented To SG
The newly revised Student
Bill of Rights was presented
to the Student Government at
last Thursday's legislative
meeting by its author, Senator
Ben Brown.

l,

In presenting the revisions
Brown said, "This bill has everything to do with what our
concept of student government is." He added, "We
should do anything, and that
means anything, without killina somebody, to implement
th: se ! . .. A r e a 1 i s t i c
assumption of responsibility
doesn't even begin until you
have power . . . the power to
determine things."
Brown maintained that the
new Bill of Rights "fits in
with the Board of Regents revisions.''
The nine sections of the bill
provide for active representative participation of students
in all University areas which
r e q u i r e responsibility of
them ; the right to establish
and participate in student organizations free from unreasonable restrictions, limitation, or discrimination; access
to written stat ements of policies, activities or other regulations ; the right of students
to review their personal records and challenge the statements within ; freedom from

BurningAll

lights Now
·Night Long
Insomniacs a nd " e a r 1 y
birds" may have noticed that
USF's street, mall, and parking lot night lights ·have been
burning until dawn.
Lights will remain. on from
sundown to sunrise seven
nights a week in an a ttempt
to discourage vandalism and
theft in the parking lots. The
measure went into effect last
F riday.
According to Charles W.
Butler, director of operations,
the lights ,vill be operated by
photo cells automatically regulated by the amount of sunlight.
The lights were previously
turned off at midnight on
weel<ldays and 2 a .m. on
weekends by means of a time
clock.
The Resident Affairs Committee of the SG Legislature
requested that the lights be
left on until late at night following an outbreak of thefts
in the parking lots last quarter.
When approached on the
matter, Butler agreed to
leave the lights on until 4 a.m.
After furth er consideration,
he decided to adopt t he present policy.

'.,'

Brown said that the SG
should give President Allen
time to consider the Bill of
Rights . Should the proposed
bill meet with Pres. Allen's
disapproval , the SG should
then "try other channels."
The bill was referred to the
Constitutional Revisions Committee for review and minor
corrections.
All - University committee
appointments were made and
committee m embers were
sworn into office. Appointm ents were as follows : Calendar - Larry Van Cleave ;
Golf Course - Richard B.
F ason, Bob Meyer ; University
Events a nd Lecture - Carol
Steinberg ; Traffic and Parking - John F reeman; Finance - Steven P. Nelson,
Billie Dean Bryant; Student
Affairs - Betsy Smoot, Trula
O'Haire; Athletic - Jack Belford, F rank Winkles, Steve
Anderson, Michael H. Storms,
Kenneth Rubin.
Absent from the meeting
were Argos representative
Dinkel, E ngineering representative Roe and Senator Cindy
Blumenfeld.
A suggestion was made to
the Rules and Calendar Committee ·that they investigate
Senator Blumenfeld's absences and fulfillment of her
responsibilities in committee
positions.

Service a,vards ,vill be presented to Finance Committee
Chairman Larry G od w in,
$250; Election Rules Committee Chairman Louis LaGrande, $125; and Chief Justice
Al Torrence, $125.

Sociology Club
Meeting Today
The Sociology Club will
meet today at 2 p.m. in the
Social Science Building room
258.
Officers will be elected and
all interes ted s tudents are invited to attend.

stress analysis, Wal~er works part-time in the University's College of Engineering. He plans to continue work
and study in his field in industry. Registration fees for
the award for Mr. Walker were provided by IBM CorPQration.
Michael Verner also is working for a master's degree
in Engineering in Structures, Materials, and Fluids. A
teaching assistant in USF 's College of Engneering, Varner is primarily interested in fluid. dynamics and is busy
with ·research work on his thesis "A Blood Flow P rob- '
lem." He wants to continue study and eventually obtain a
doctorate in his field . Reigstration fees for the awar<t for
Mr. Varner were provided by Tampa Electric Company.
Robert Whisnant, Jr. is preparing for junior college
teaching by working for a master's degree In humanities-Junior College. Whisnant, who is interested in humanities as an interdiscipline, is a n advisor to lower-level
students who have elected fine arts majors in the University's College of Basic Studies. Whisnant's senior paper
was a bilingual study, written in E nglish and Spanish, on
Roman Art in Colonial Spain. Registration fees for the
award for Mr. Whisnant were provided by Film Classics
League.
A reception honoring the University Scholars will be
held Sunday from 3 to 6 p.m. in the University Center.

'Free' Vs. 'Controlled'
Publications Debated

double jurisdiction and unjust
extensions of authority in disciplinary matters ; the right of
students to . due process; the
right of students to personal
privacy and the r ight to live
and eat where he chooses; the
right to establish a free student press subject only to
statute and those regulations
imposed upon publications by
a student boar d, and free of
all censorship beyond that required by law or student editorial staffs.
Brown recommended that
the AAUP-NSA Bill of Student
Rights be accepted, that the
revised USF bill be subject to
amendment only by student
committees or boards, and
that th_e SG back the bill as it
comes out of legislature,
"witl1out compromise." He
also suggested that the Bill of
Rights be brought up fo r referendum as soon as possible.

Speech and Hearing Division and in USF's Speech and
Hearing Clinic. Mrs. Pantridge enjoys working with children and feels that ability to get along with and motivate
people is paramount in her field. She wants to continue
work and study in speech pathology after completing her
master's work. Registration fees for the award for Mrs.
Pantridge were provided by Palma Ceia Jr. Woman's
Club.
.
Marjorie Davis is especially interested in creative
teaching and methods of "reaching" students, she enjoys
creative writing and shares an interest in art with her
husband, who is pursuing a master's degree in art at
USF and teaching at Rollins College. Registration fees
for the award for Mrs. Davis w_ere provided by Morrison
Food Service.
GEORGE GATEWOOD, is working for a master's degree in astronomy. Gatewood has done much of his research work in computer programming for scientific applications and ,is currently working with Dr . Eichhorn
von-Wurmb' in the University's Observatory. Registration
fees for the award for Mr. Gatewood were provided by
Havatampa Cigar Corp.
Walter Walker is doing exhaustive study and experimentation to find ways of improving composite materials.
While working on his master's degree in materials and

I

Photo by Wiler- L. Brooks, Jr.

USF Receives Research Grant
Dr. Robert Cline, dean of -the College of Business, accepts
the grant of $2,000 from Burlington Industries given through
the USF Foundation for student and faculty research.

After Arrest
Advice Given
By JOHN THOMSON
Correspondent
Nearly 100 USF students
Wednesday ·evening ,h eard an
attorney and two bondsmen
instruct them on "What-to-doif-arrested" in a seminar
held by the recently formed
legal group, Help E nd Legal
Problems (HELP).
At t he seminar, the students
were told their "rights" and
practical things to do if and
when an officer either s tops
or comes for them.
Moderated by HELP president, Miss Trula O'Haire, the
program was begun with an
opening instructional speech
by attorney Maynard F .
Swanson, the group's lawyer.
"The easy, short-hand answer
on what to do if arrested,"
Swanson said, "is nothing."
He explained this by saying
that all a person is obligated
to tell a policeman is his
name.

JOKING ABOUT the vagrancy law, Swanson told the
audience if they were ever
stopped for vagrancy "what
you do is say you're doing
something .. . providing that
something is not illegal.''
when the topic of his instruction moved to drunken driving, he said, "If an officer
says t o get out and walk the
white line, you can say "no
thank you."
But the attorney did stress
the need for one to be courteous to the arresting officer.
"You say 'yes sir' or 'yes
ma'am' as the case may be,"
he hesitated, "or just 'yes' if
you're not sure." The audience laughed wildly.
Next, bondsman Red Harrel
introduced fellow bonding

agent Sam F erlita. Attorney
Swanson called the bondsmen
"The best friends you ,vill
ever have if you are arrested."
1

FERLITA BEGA..N' by giving a brief history of the bail
business, claiming t hat it
"dates back to the biblical
times." He later cited that 40
per cent of the persons released on the recent recognizance ruling committed other
crimes before t heir trial
' d'ates.
Finally the seminar 'was
opened to questions and discussion. One of the first questions were put to Ferlita.
Asked if he would post bond
for persons under 21, the bailer replied, "I have posted
many a bond for many a university student." The students
laughed.
THE LENGTHY discussion
session covered numerous
s ubjects of arrest; traffic
violations, search warrants,
nar cotics, peace demonstrations, police brutality and
many more . Towards the end
of the seminar, when Swanson
was asked a question concerning rather peculiar authoriative action taken at
MacDill Air Force Base about
a s tudent with a beard, the attorney answered jokingly, "I
am hesitant to make any comment on military authority
since I am subject t o callback myself."

HELP wheelhorse, Miss
O'Haire, obviously pleased
with the ease and highly informative air of the seminar,
said that the group is presently planning a second one to be
held sometime at the end of
the month:. The subject has
not yet been d'ecided upon.

),

Idealism clashed with Realism at Monday night's Focus
Debate. An admitted idealist,
James N. Palmer , instructor
in English, spoke in favor of a
campus publication free from
faculty control and against a
self proclaimed realist, Arthur M. Sanderson, professor
of journalism.
' \I am an idealist," s~d
Pa'lmer as he elaborated his
reasons for a free press. One
of his reasons was "that it
would create a channel of dissent for a frustrated minority." "This m inority," said
Palmer, is "highly sensitive
and moral" and desperately
needs a medium through
.which it can express itself.
" They are a lienated and
frustrated due to a lack of dialogue," said Palmer. "This
lack of a voice could lead to
violence," he said, and went
on to explain how the recent
r iots in Chicago proved it.
Palmer consistently reiterated a need to provide a voice
for the "alienated" and "frustrated" minority.
"AN ARENA open-ended intellectual endeavor" w a s
Palmer's visualization of the
ideal campus newspaper. A
press must be free and self
ruling to allow this arena, and'
P almer said, "The Oracle can
never be free because it must
conform to the limits set by
this institution.''
Palmer suggested that the
campus• have two newspapers
and establish a " competiOve
dial'ogue" thus allowing the
non-conformist as well as the
conformist a chance to express his views. ·
f>almer avidly adhered to

the idea of a press absolutely his staff are responsible for
free from University control: and do create the entire
He felt this was the only way make-up of the paper," he
the frustrated minority would' said'.
be allowed to express itself.
ALTHOUGH editorials and
Palmer told the audience that stqries are a result of student
" If you 're old enough to die labor, Sanderson did say that
for your country, you're old t he power of censorship was
enough to have a press with held. by him and other faculty
no censorship. "
,members. "This power has
l'SANDERSO.al', on the\ other 'flever been exerQised since
hand, sa id t]~at he was a .· the pa~'s inception," he
"realist" and' would deal with 1said'. Sanderson explained the
the topic from a factual and re~son for not having to use
realistic viewpoint. "The Ora- this power was due to a recle is a University newspaper . sponsible staff. His theory,
not free from administrative "h·ain 'em and trust 'em,"
control, which owes its exis- - - -- - - - - -- - - tence to the Board of Regents,"saidSanderson.
He said the question of freedom oi the press belonged to
the owners and not to the employees. Sanderson held a
view that since the University
of South Florida was legally
responsible for The Oracle,
University censorship should
be maintained.
Sanderson's idea' of control
was not in terms of absoluteness but in terms of relativeness. "The Oracle is relatively free in that its editor and

Duke Educator
To Interview
Law Students
Elvine R. Latty, from Duke
University, will be on campus
Thursday from 2 to 5 p.m. to
counsel students interested in
furthering their education in
law schooL
Dean Latty will be in Social
Science 370.

Race Tracks
Aid Scholarships
By SCOTT L. ANDERSON
Correspondent
If you receive a scholarship
from USF, there's a chance
the money may be coming
from F lorida horse and dog
racing tracks.
·

A law passed by the state
legislature re q u i r i n g all
tracks to set aside one day
during the racing season has
resulted in USF getting $44,000 to be used for scholarship
funds, Andrew C. Rogers,
USF Business Manager, said.

This year the track proceeds have been divided into
two funs . Half the money is
used for scholar awards to
students proving themselves
academically at USF. The
other half is given to the University Special Senate P rogram for disadvantaged students.

The proceeds from all
tracks a re held by the state
r acing commission until the
end of the year when they are
turned over to the Board of
Regents to be divided up between the state universities.
The law was originally
passed to provide fun ds for
athletic scholarships, b u t
"USF broke the ice'' Rogers
said, a nd funds are now used
for academic scholarships as
well.
The University of Florida
and Florida State receive
$150,000 from the tra ck receipts. Florida A&M receives
$50,000 and any new University gets $20,000. The remainder
of the money is allocated to
the other Florida universities
on
the basis of the number of
·
students enrolled.

,.

1

produces capable responsible
people who can run a paper
without faculty inter.ference.
Sanderson agreed w i th
Palmer that dissenters must
and should have dialogue and:
said, "I believe there is room
for dissent in The Oracle.
\Vhy not?" Sanderson's view
was that should a dissenter
want to be heard, he may do
so through The Oracle. Sanderson was also in agreement
with Palmer's idea for a competitive newspaper and said
that he would "wekome the
competition."
- -- -- -- -- - -

Lac k Of 'cIass room
Space Seen Soon

For the next two years USF
\vill be experiencing a shortage of classrooms.
According to Clyde B. Hill,
the university is experiencing
this shortage even, with t he
addition of 29 classrooms this
year. The next addition of
classroom space will be completed in May, 1971. The new
Language Literature Building
will provide a new ·home for
The Oracle, as well as the depar tments of Speech, Journalism, English, Foreign Languages, Philosophy, American
Studies, Religious Studies and
Linguistics.
The · building being c-0n-

structed next to the Social
Science Building is Social
Science Phase II. This building will be used for faculty office space.
Hill said that a new parking
lot \vill be ready for use by
September of this year. The
400-500 space lot will be con-'
structed just south of the
gym.
Fae.ls on USF space. F igu res released by Office of Or. Wayne· Keene,
Department of P lanning and Analysis.
Jan. 1969
Interior Space
Less Hallways

Area
(Net Assignable)
Academic Space
684,338 sq . ft.
Student Ser vice'
(U.c . Library) etc.
75.076 sq. ft.
Housing !
330,624 sq. ft.
Miscellaneous
14,144 sq. ft.
Total Interior space
1,104,181 sq. ft.

Dorm Visits
·Wei I Received
By JOHN CALJ)ERAZZO
Staff Writer
A random survey of resident students confirmed the
obvious last week .. They like the visitation guidelines that
went into effect almost two weeks ago.
Since each living unit was free to set up its own visiting hours, the times vary considerably from floor to
floor.
¥e11 in Iota 3 voted for visiting hours every day of
the week: four hours a night Monday through Thursday,
noon to curfew Friday a nd Saturday, and 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday. ·
"THE ONLY time most of us really wanted it was for
the weekends," Stan Mills, 4ECN, said. "At first I had
second thoughts about visiting hours every day, but now
that 1 I see it is working fairly well, I don't think it \vill
make much difference on studying.' '
Chris Firpo, 3 E DU, said the women of Gamma I
West scheduled visits only on the weekends, and so far
"the noise on the floor has been normal."
THE SURVEY also reveals that most proctors, or
"hosts," for each floor volunteer on a rotating basis. This
is the case in Kappa 3 West where Diane Steigner, 3
EDU, says the host is responsible for keeping the noise
down, and making sure the visitors adhere to the clock.
Kappa women voted for visiting only on Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenings.
Gary White, 4MTH, academic chairman of Alpha I
East, thinks the new visitation policy will help students
study better. "We voted for visits every day of the week,
and I think it will make for a more normal climate. Students will feel more relaxed, and as a result, they'll study
better," he sa id.

J

Open Dorms Discussed
In Sound-Off Session

Students Learn
Japanese Here
By KAREN WALKER
Staff Writer
Japanese is being taught at
USF - without a professor.
Two USF students are part
of an experimental program
designed to bring unusual foreign languages within the
reach of students at little cost.
The students find a set of
earphones and a tape recorder their instructor, a programmed learning manual,
their text.

where the program is fin a n c e d by Guggenheimer
grants. USF's experiment
marks the first time the program has branched out.

Enjoying the long-awaited
visitation hours, USF coeds
are now expressing concern
over what could be the second
step in the liberalization of
Campus regulations, open
hours for girls' dormitories.

According to Wall , "The
best thing about this program
is that it is a very inexpensive
way to teach very critical languages to the student." He
added that the program has
another advantage in that it
allows the student to proceed
at his own pace.

THREE TIMES a week,
Jiro Negishi, a foreign student
from Japan, works with the
students to develop pronunciation and intonation.
Two days a week, Negishi
holds a tutorial session for individual help. Last quarter,
the students \Vere drilled in
directed expression. T h i s
quarter, the emphasis is on
free expression in the form of
conversational Japanese.
Edmond Wall, instructor in
functional foreign language, is
directing the program at
USF. He would like to continue the Japanese program
for two more quarters.

i\U.RGAR,ET FISHER
... Dean of Women.
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2. FOR RENT
TO SHARE

1

DIG LEATHER!
All kinds of leather gear.
Get with the tuff leather look.
All items custom made.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

VAL-0-GRAM

soc

Several approaches were
discussed. Letting each resident have her own key was
called the most expensive
method, requiring re-keying
of the entire living unit if a
key was lost.
Other successful methods
were the proctor system, hav-

Fontana Hall, USF privateJy-<w.--ned residence hall, has
the 24-hour security, but still
abides by University regulations regarding curfew.
"The expense of one group
places a burden on the rest of
the university," she said. She
emphasized that men would
pay part of the increased
costs. Most of the girls
thought the male students
wouldn't mind."
"And other University
priorities are not being met,"
she continued.

In giving the reasons for
closed hours, mainly the security of women, the coeds present discounted the possibilities
of "incidents" occuring. It
was questioned if there were
any statistics to prove a belief
that more liberal rules created less "incidents," drawing
the snickers ·of the women
when reference was made to
"men prowling in the dormitories."
It was also asked why men
had no restrictions. "Good
professional habits ... make
life a lot simpler for all of us
in the hall ," Mrs. Fisher said. ,
"Their lack of restrictions is ·
their business. The problem of
security is not funny, we have
a real security p_roblem."

Linda Enter, 1965 USF graduate is working with the Red
Cross in Vietnam. Linda has been in Vietnam for approximately nine months working as a Clubmobile girl.

PRESENTING:

housing
service
get
awayand
withfood
it! For
info and
counseling contact Paul Wallace
or SG Box 33.

21. MISCELLANEOUS
UNITARIANS
a nd other ,•.rith liberal religious
views are invited to attend the
second, in a series of three programs, conducted by Bay Area
Ministers. These meetings sponsored by 1 o c a 1 Unitariansohere where new friendships
are to provide a relaxed atmophere where new friendhip
can be made and old friendships renewed.
Wed.neday-Jan. 22, 8 p.m.
University Chapel Fellowship
COLLEGIATE SOCIAL REGISTER
Join Now for 1969, only $1.00
bill. A $1,000 U.S. currency
showpiece free for new registrants. State major study. Datacraft, Box 181 Crystal River,
Fla. 32629.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

February 11
Order
Yours
Today

In a sounding-off session
Dean of Women Margaret B.
Fisher set a date of Sept. 1971
before any significant action
could be taken on open dorms.

ing a R.A. or appointed resident open the door. Increased
security on a 24-hour basis,
security guards handling the
keys, was also brought up.

7. TV, RADIO, STEREO

For sale 23" RCA TV on swivel
- - - - - - - - - - - base, $75. Call 935-5965
For rent 3 or 4 bedroom, 3 - - - - - - - - - - bath, central air and heat, car- 14. HELP WANTED
pet, drapes, Temple Terrace.
MI F
I
$250 month, includes yard care.
a e, ema e
Call 988-1821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Piano accompanist needed Monday 9-1, Wed. 9-1 part or all of
3, APTS. & HOUSES the
time. Please contact immediately Chifra Holt, Dance Dept.
EVENTUALLY, Wall hopes Two female roommates wanted TAR 233, ext. 701.
to expand the program to in- t'll~~~~t75:~r-Jo Apartment. 15. SERVICES OFFERED
clude other languages. ChiNeed fe male roomie to share
nese, Hungarian, and Viet- 1-Br apt, ww carpet, a.ir cond. L_earn. to fly private_, commernamese are part of the lan- furn, w-USF grad schoolmarm. cial, mstrument ratmgs by a
guages available in this pro- $60 mo & ½ elec, 5 min. from Government - rated instructor .
C F I A&I. For further informaUSF Call ext. 2494 for info
gram.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ j ti on write : Pat Neville 4951 46
Dr. Pieter Boyd-Bowman, of
Ave. N, St. Pete Fla. 33709.
6. FOR SALE
the State University of New
York at Buffalo, developed Doctor's Academic Robe, silk, 20. PERSONALS
the program. It has been sue- size 40-42. Regular. Excellent
.
Refuse to cooperate with the
cessfully used in New York, condition. $35. 877-6445.
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·Graduates:

MARCH - JUNE
IT'S '69 - THE YEAR OF THE FOX, THE HUNT IS ON; CAN YOU
FIND HIM? THE BLUE FOX,
THE MOVIN' COLLEGE ACTION
SPOT NEAR CAMPUS • ••

• GREAT GROUPs:·

THEBEADS,THE
BLUES EXPERIENCE; THURS.
FRI. & SAT.
SAT. ONLY: FRANKY, JERRI & THE ABSOLUTES

(Straight from Louisiana)

• DANCING & SEATING FOR 300!
• HOURS: 8:30 TO 1:00 (MAYBE LATER)
• YOU MUST BE 18
•
PER COUPLE FOR U.S.F. STUDENTS

1/;i 1/ ~~'

•s200

B.Y.O.B.

CAN BE YOURS!
Over 200· Firms Are Waiting!

NORMALLY:$2.ood $1.009

Plan NOW! Register your interests and obtain full information on interview dates and
locations, to assure yourself that you will be
interviewed by the firms of your choice.
Also check the Oracle Bulletin Board for interview

JAM SESSION THIS SUNDAY!
JOSHUA DYKE - 3:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
ONLY$1.00

USF Placement Services
Adm. 277

ext. 2895
---

- - - -------

- --

THIS WEEK ONLY SET-UPS INCL.

-

JERRY ST_
ERNSTEIN
Editorials And

Nominees
Conflict

Commentary
4-THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, January 22, 1969

SG FREE PRESS BILL
BASED ON fALLA Cl ES
A bill calling for what
University community, it is recamounts to the death of The Oraognized that perhaps 90 per cent
cle was introduced into the Stuof its readers are students, and
dent Government Legislature
most of the content is slanted
last week.
toward student interest by stuUnknowingly and without any
dent editors.
attempt at objective research,
It is difficult to pin down extlie bill asked for a study of the
actly how a student newspaper
formation and structure of a
can be "responsible to the stu"free student newspaper," based
dent body"; the student body is
on the false assumption that The
diverse and individual ; conserOracle is not.
vative and liberal. How is an
· Authors David Tatelman,
amorphous "student body" to decommuter representative, and
termine whether any newspaper
Roger Coe, senator, asked that
meets its responsibility to it, and
Student Government control a
how can "it" inform any news'-'free student newspaper'' that
paper that responsibilities are
th ey have no more right to connot being met?
trol than faculty, staff or adminThe student body is officially
istration.
represented by the Student GovArticle by article, here is
ernment; therefore, what is
what the authors propose, the
probably meant, and should have
fallacies of their assumptions
been stated, is that The Oracle
and the reality of what would
should be responsible to the Stureally happen if this bill passes.
dent Government. Such an action
would mean that The Oracle
WHEREAS : THE DIRECwould not logically be a free and
TOR OF STUDENT PUBLICAindependent student newspaper,
TIONS IS DIRECTLY RESPONbut one subservient to student
SIBLE TO THE VICE PRESIgovernment, not free to criticize,
DENT FOR STUDENT AF, on behalf of its readers, the stu•
FAIRS.
dent government, if necessary.
True.
BE IT THEREFORE RE'. WHEREAS: THE CAMPUS
SOLVED: THAT PART OF THE
PUBLICATIONS ARE DIRECTSTUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
LY RESPONSIBLE TO THE DIBE APPROPRIATED TO THE
RECTOR OF STUDENT PUBLI-.
FORJUATION OF A FREE STUCATIONS.
DENT
PUBLICATION ON CAMTrue.
PUS,
FREE
FROM THE AUWHEREAS : THE DIRECTHORITY
OF
OFFICE OF STUTOR OF STUDENT PUBLICADENT
AFFAIRS,
ANY OOLTIONS HAS THE AUTHORITY
LEGE, AND THE STUDENT
TO CHOOSE THE RESPECASSOCIATION.
TIVE EDITORS OF THE CAMUnder the existing Board of
PUS PUBLICATIONS AND THE
Regents
Manual, it is not possiAUTHORITY TO EDIT SUCH.
ble to have such a publication
PUBLICATIONS.
free from the president and his
This is a completely misleaddelegated authorities.
ing hair-truth. Anyone may apply
BE IT FURTHER REfor editor of The Oracle. NotifiSOLVED:
THAT THE STUcation of applications is pubD
E
N
T
ASSOCIATION'S
AUlished in The Oracle each quarTHORITY
OVER
SAID
SUCH
ter. The applicants are reviewed
PUBLICATION S H A L L EXby the outgoing student editor,
TEND
ONLY TO THE FORMAThe Oracle general manager and
TION
OF
THE PUBLICATION
the director of campus publiAND
THE
YEARLY ALLOCAcations. The editor gives the conTION
OF
FUNDS.
se»sus of his staff plus his ·own ·
Anybody that has control of
ev.aluation.
funds
may snip the life blood of
Mr. Tatelman proposed some
.
an:.
organization
at will and
wgys of selecting an editor. One
·mood.
This
is
not
conducive
to an
was by general student body ·
·
independent
newspaperwith
an
election, which he himself comindependent
viewpoint.
mented was poor because of stu- .
dents' lack of knowledge of the
BE IT F U RT H E R REskills necessary. The same
SOLVED: THAT IF THE JOURobjections apply to a lesser deNALISM DEPARTMENT DEgi·ee to a selection committee of
SIRES TO USE ANY CURRENT
students or students and faculty .
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS AS
The second part of the
A LABORATORY THAT THE
"Whereas" is also a half-truth.
DEPARTMENT ASSUME PRIThe director has only a reserved
MARY FINANCIAL RESPONSIright to edit only if there's a
BILITY FOR SUCH PUBLICAviolation of the established poliTIONS.
cy. It would be used only in an
The statement is entirely irreextreme emergency when there
sponsible. The framers of the
ii, absolutely no question that
bill, if they had consulted the
such authority should be used
chairman of the Journalism Profor the protection of the student,
gram, would have found out at
The Oracle, or the University.
once that the Journalism ProIt came out at the Student
gram has no budget, no funds
Government meeting that even
whatever, Passage of this part of
with such a "free student publithe Resolution means no more
cation," the ultimate authority
than the death of The Oracle.
would still rest with the presiBE IT FURTHER REdent of the University. At present,
SOLVED: THAT A C0JUMIThe delegates this authority to the
TEE BE FORMED TO STRUCdirector of student publications.
TURE THE FORMATION OF
. WHEREAS: THE CAMPUS
THE FREE STUDENT PUBLINEWSPAPER, IN PARTICUCATION.
LAR, IS CONSIDERED A LABCommented on elsewhere.
ORATORY OF THE JOURNALBE IT F U RT HE R REISM CURRICULUM, WHICH IS
SOLVED: THAT THIS COMIN TURN PART OF THE COLM!TTE'S POWER EXTEND
LEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS.
ONLY TO THE PROCEDURE
This is a completely misleadOF SUCH FORMATION AND
ing statement. The framers of
NOT TO THE ACTUAL CHOOSthe bill, if they had sought to obING OF THE FREE PUBLICAtain the fa cts, would have been
TION'S EDITORSHIP.
tpld so.
Somebody's got to choose the
·: Students in Advanced Reeditor!
porting and News Editing
In our introduction, we stated
cfasses report directly to the stuthat the students alone have no
dent news editor of The Oracle,
more right to control this newsWho gives them assignments .
paper than the faculty or adminThey write stories which are
istration.
edited by student copyreaders. A
Their mandatory student accarbon copy is given, after publitivity fee pays only their share of
C?,tion in The Oracle to the inthe cost of an independent Unistructor.
versity newspaper. Our advisers
-· WHEREAS: T H E R E IS,
;:,1-e paid through the College of
THEREFORE, NO STUDENT
Liberal Arts, altl1ough they deNEWSPAPER OR OTHER PUBvote more than half their time to
LICATION PRIMARILY REThe Oracle and the administraSPONSIBLE TO THE STUDENT
tion is responsible to the taxBODY . AT THE UNIVERSITY
payers for the facilities we operOF SOUTH FLORIDA.
ate out of.
: This conclusion makes an
The Student Government now
assumption that has no basis in
control s the amount of student
fact and follows illogically from
activity fee allocated to The Oramisleading, unwarranted halfcle through the University Fitruths preceding.
nance Committee with two StuWhile we consider The Oracle
dent Government representato· be a "University paper edited
tives . We believe this is only fai r
by students" and while our polithat students have a say in how
cy is that it serves the entire
their money is spent.

0

'USF Activists Victimize
Military Recruiters'
By JEFF HANDING
During the last year, Military Service
representatives have been victimized in
their effort to provide alternatives to the
obligations facing most college men. The
cause is a minority group categorized as
student activists.
The activists, to some degree accomplished part of their desire to eventually
abolish militarism whe!! this month part
of the military service was not allowed
to use the UC Lobby for recruiting.
It is time the majority of the students
realize what these few partidpants can
do to effect change. It is m y belief that
the majority of students at this school
are not apathetic to American Ideals ,
but are just caught up in the quarter
system , grades, and yes, learning about
themselves, academics and their field of
interest.
WHEN THE REPRESENTATIVES of
the U.S. Army came last year they were
confronted by a group of USF students
commonly known to U.'1iversities as
"young radicals against racism, milita-

rism, puritanism and bureaucracy" in
American society.
These students greeted the uniformed
men with posters, jeers of protest, and a
uniform unique to most dissenters of our
time. The distinction between the "establishment" and the " disestablishme!!t" is
common to USF.
The recruiters were atti red in dress
uniform in an attempt to put the best
foot forward for military service. The
dissenters were displayed in costumes
often found in Goodwill stores and they
revealed their minds as an officer would
display his medals. It appears the "medals" of the activists are more commonly
known as change and reform.
THE PROTESTING AC'i'IVISTS, still
a very small minority, overlook the accomplishme!lts of society but criticize its
shortcomings. Possibly idealistic, but
skeptical of ideologies , they contend that
government has not performed up to its original promises. The activists demand
change and want to determine its course.
The University should not be the conser-

-

Bill 'Bagg's · Death A Great Loss
Am·erica has lost one-of its most
prominent journalists. The State of
Florida has lost a distinguished
and courageous editor. The world
has lost the man who went the
extra mile to bring North Vietnam
and the United States closer to
peace.
William C. Baggs, editor of The
Miami News, was buried last
week. Those of us who knew him
mourn his untimely death. He was
a determined fighter for the principles in which he believed and
was always concerned about civil
rights, peace, the welfare of the
poor and the improvement of racial relations.
Mr. Baggs had the grace and
humor difficult to find in most
newspapermen. He frequently had

ver of society, they argue, but the fountain of reform.
I feel, to some degree, that reforms
are needed and that some changes they
want are really improvements. It is also
true that the way to deal with student
power is to anticipate it, to initiate
changes before the students demand
them.
The point I disagree with is the way
their demands are being voiced by this
minority group. An underlying principal
of the activists is to make as much trouble as possible for the Establishment
(some of the members quite openly, if
naively, spouse Marxism as their basic
philosopy).

MOST ACTIVISTS seem to subscribe
to the theory that in this era· hardly anyone liste:is to a quiet man, so they make
as much noise as possible in the name of
change.
January 1, the U.S. Navy Recruiter
visited the campus to offer a variety of
programs and alternatives to the draft
system.
The Navy was placed out of sight in
Room 223 in the University Center, as I
later found out from Dean Wunderlich,
" to avoid confrontation by the protestors
and disruption in the flow of stude!!t traffic." Most of us know that not much traffic exists on the second floor of the UC
so the Navy's attempts to speak to the
students was pretty well thwarted.

interesting anecdotes to tell the
young journalists working for his
newspaper and encouraged them
to follow the career that brought
him so much success and personal
THESE MEN HAVE come to USF to
satisfaction.
provide not only an alternative to the
We at The Oracle mourn the
draft but a supplement to college training.
death of Editor Baggs, a man who
It 's time most of us woke up and realwrote the truth as he saw it. He
ized
· what is happening on campus. It's
had the courage and the insight to
time to realize our actions represent the
make this a better world and he alimage the U!!iversity projects. These. acmost accomplished it.
tions are an estimate of the American
John Keasler, a Miami News
ideals of li-berty, equality and democracy
columnist and personal friend of
and what each has meant to us in our
college environment
Editor Baggs wrote:
Therefore , the action taken against
". . . All we know for sure, or
the
U.S. military recruiters is unfair and
begin to grasp in this bad time, is
· not a representation of the majority of
that it is not just every lifetime
students. The writer feels the establishyou get to meet and learn from a
ment should not be hidden in Room 223,
gentle maverick who somehow led
but exposed to the student body so they
the herd ... "
can actively participate.

THE OTHER VOICE

Interlocking Directorates
By DOUG GRIFFIN
If you are seeking any sort of basic
social change , virtually everywhere you
go in America you are confronted by the
same power faction. I'm talking about
the vested corporate interests holding
the overwhelming amount of control over
the people of the United States.
Two weeks ago Campus Coalition organizer, · Chip Jeffries, and I went1; to
Dade City to investigate the labor strike
in progress there. On the way to the
union hall we drove th rough mud streets
bordered by ramshackle housing echoing
of nineteenth century England.
We talked with about 20 union members induding the president. We had to
admit that their demand for a $2 minimum wage, already enjoyed by the rest
of the industry, was reasonable. Paid
vacations and holidays, and a guaranteed show-up pay are also valid demands .
THE THIKG THAT really interested
us, beyond the basic human concern for
other human beings in need, was that
the same thing keeping these workers
down was keeping us students dov.'11. I'm
again referring to the vested corporate
interests.
It is often difficult to see the inte rrelationships of corporate interests and
its influence on the non-business segments of society.
Not so in this case.
LET'S E X A M I N E THE inter~
relationships between the controllers of
Lykes P asco P acking Company, its management, and the controllers of this university, the Board of Regents, the ad-

ministration, etc.
Whenever you do research into the
power structure in Florida you almost
inevitably find Chester Ferguson has a
hand in it.
Here is no exception.

AFTER ALL, A man with direct interests in nine industrials, three insi.:rance firms, and two banks is quite
powerful and his power extends over
considerable range.
Here we find a man making decisions
over the lives of students on the 'Board of
Regents and over the lives of workers
through his positions on the board of
Lykes Brothers Incorporated and its sub- .
sidiary Lykes Pasco Pac king Company.
It is indeed a commentary on the power
structure that both these groups find
themselves . in a state of suppression,
both economically and spiritually.
· Using Chester Ferguson as a key to
research, we find an ever expanding network of interlocking directorates and
business interests.
HERE ARE SOME examples.
Why is it that Ferguson 's law firm
represents Morrisons Cafeterias, which
hold a monopoly in the State University
System? It may also be of interest that
J. T. Lykes , an in-law of Ferguson's and
member of the wealthy and powerful
Lykes family, is director of the Tampa
Electric Company which services the
University of South Florida. It may also
be of interest that John Allen sits on the
board of the First National Bank with
J. T. Lykes.
Let's trace this chain of interrelationships even further. We find that

Chester Ferguson is a director of the Exchange National Bank along with Other
big wheeler-dealers such as the chairman of Florida Steel Company, the president of Hav-a-Tampa Cigar Corporation,
and the president of General Telephone
of Florida to name a few. These interlocking directorates continue to ex_tend
from here .

HERE'S A N O TH E R interesting
example. Chester Ferguson is assistant
secretary of Supertest Oil and Gas which
is a subsidiary of Signal Oil and Gas
(annual sales $780-million) whose chairman is S.B- Mosher. Mr. Mosher is on the
California Board of Regents.
The point is this. The power structure
which controls much of our lives consists
of a series of inter-locking directorates
concerned with maintaining their tnonied
interests. They are the suppressors of
students, workers, blacks, poor whites,
ethnic groups of all types, foreign nationalists, and most of the population of the
United States.
They are that small minority of
Americans who have the overwhelming
majority of economic wealth. C. Wright
Mills calls them the Power Elite.
This article is by no means a complete or detailed report on the phenomenon of corporate control. It is rather a
brief sketch with examples of how the
vested corporate interests operate, how
extensive their influence is, and how it
affects you. Here's hoping that the next
time you take a bite of greasy Morrisons
food you remember that Regent -Chester
Ferguson is smiling at the profit he's
making.

The shaping of the new Nixon
government is nothing new, but the
selections that Nixon made as President-elect have shaped a Nixon
image that will remain with him as
long as he is President .
HOWEVER, THIS lack of the
crusading and even the inventive
quality in the Nixon cabinet by no
means establishes the Nixon administration as a follow the leader
type of show. But rather, Nixon has
chosen men whom he believes fit
well into the nation's mood at the
time of his election.
Men such as Secretaries: William P. Rogers of State, David
Kem'ledy of Treasury, John A.
Volpe of Transportation and Mitchell of Justice are all men out of the
Nixon-mold of quiet personalities.
YET NIXON has failed to avert
what may well be the first major
crisis· of his infant administration. And that is he has nominated
many men who are clearly involved in a sore issue with the
American public, that of conflict of
interest.
The nomination of Walter J.
Hickel to the post of Interior Secretary and that of David Packard
to be Deputy Defense Secretary
may be two of the more clear violations of good faith in dealing with
the conflict of interest question,
PACKARD \VILL most probably
run into stiff opposition in trying to
gain confirmation by the Senate as
chief executive officer of HewlettPackard Co. a majoi- California
electronics equipment manufacturer.
Packard faces the chore of
trying to explain to the Senators
how he can assume the duty of Deputy Secretary and decide on contracts and plan new weapons s~
terns when he himself holds some
$300 million in stock in a company
that did over $100 million worth of
defense contract business last year.
If he is to be confirmed by Senator John Stennis' committee then
Packard will have to come up with
a plan enabling him to make decisions at the Pentagon that would
not affect in any way his huge stock
holdings.
WALTER IDCKEL, Nixon's
nominee for Interior Secretary may
. even have a rougher time in gain- .
· iµg approval by the Senate. Hickel
has favored the large oil interests
in Alaska through his public sale
~! lands to these firms. He has also
.spoken out rather weirdly on just
bow we would 1iandle the conser'1ation of the nation's resources.
-The very fact that he as governor
. of Alaska alowed Eskimo and Indian reservation land to be ecologically destroyed by the great
oil companies speaks ill of his concern for the natural resource conservation.

IF THE FUTURE Interior Secretary is in favor of removing the
current federal freeze on land
transfers from public to private
use, then indeed whose rights will
Mr. Hickel be championing... the
Indians, who now claim the land
as theirs and who are entitled to
the Statehood Act . . . or the oil
adjudication of this dispute through
firms which the Hickel Administration granted the oil leases to,
over the claims of the natives and
Indians.
The Nixon administration will
therefore not begin as smoothly as
President Nixon had hoped. It
seems that in trying so hard to pick
Nixonites as cabinet nominees that
he overlooked the fact that some
of these men were not the non-controversial figures which he had
sought.
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Twilight Over
Prague Was
Time Of Hope
By VICTOR J. DRAPELA_ -

(Ed's notes: Dr. Victor J.
Drapela, assistant professor
of education, is a native of
Czechoslovakia. Be visit.ed
that country last August to
conduct a. study of new educa.·
tional Policies initiat.ed by the
Dubcek regime and left
Prague only two days ahead
of the Russian tanks.)

Student Taunts Soviet Janks

FLORIDA

I arrived in Prague ten
. days before the Soviet invasion. The city had changed
since I had seen it last, 19
years ago.
'\
But like a grand old lady
who does not lose her poise
when relatives act foolishly or
strangers forget their good
manners, Prague maintained
her ageless, beautiful face
remarkably well.
Life was not as carefree
and relaxed as in the days
before World War II, but
there was spring in the air.

THE YOUTH WAS system~
atically molded by socialist
schools and youth organizations. It would have been logical to expect that little if any
democratic gusto had been
left in them, beyond. such
"western" interests as beat
music, miniskirts and hippie
hairdoes. It was a major revelation to see that these young
people displayed g e n u i n e
bravery and patriotism while
facing Warsaw Pact tanks
and machine guns.
Carl Rogers, founder of the
non - directed school of psychology, would have happily
smiled, had he a chance to
watch the confrontation of
military hardware and the
spirit of Czechoslovak youth.
Human nature is freedomoriented and self-correcting,
after all.
About four days before the
the invasion, I walked with
friends along Prikopy Avenue
in downtown Prague. A group
of people was crowding
around a black Tatra limousine. There were loud voices,
·periods of stillness, then
sporadic applause.

Milan told me: "This is just
the beginning. Hell will break
loose once they had time .to
condition us anew to their way
of life."
QUITE A FEW people in
Czechoslovakia d e c i d e d
against such a prospect, and
they left the country. A graduate student from Prague, only
months away from his Ph.D.
in chemistry, h u r r i e d 1 y
packed a few clothes and with
his wife and infant daughter
went off to Switzerland. "I
had to make a decision between my degree and the future I of my little girl. I
. thought she had more to
gain," he wrote to me.
It ,should be remembered
that the Dubcek experiment
was not meant by the Czechs
and Slovaks as a break with
the Soviets or a repudiation of
the Warsaw Pact. It was an
attempt to reform socialism
from within and to humanize
the structure.
Incidentally, the Czechs are
old hands at this type of reformation, although they often
suffered for it. Jan Hus (d.
_1415), the Czech preacher who
was act:used by the medieval
church of heresy and was
burned at the stake, would be
considered a moderate today,
in the context of modern theology. Many of his ideas have
already been adopted by the
church.

PEOPLE WERE still 'bitter
about the deprivations of the
past but were mostly talking
about their hopes for the future. Many Czechs had just
returned from a vacation in
Austria or Switzerland, per- , SOMEONE SAID that Josef
haps their first trip to the Smrkovsky, president of the
West iri two decades. Men and National Assembly, was holdwomen who had suffered dur- ing an impromptu street ining the Stalinist era had been terview. It was past ten
o'clock at night. After the
rehabilitated.
It was considered a status endless negotiations in Cierna
symbol to belong to a chapter and Bratislava, the man
NO DOUBT, the socialist reof the Club of former political looked obviously tired, but he
formers of Prague will be
prisoners which was rapidly was available for questions.
I remembered this incident proven right in the future.
spreading all over the country. ·with satire and bluntness, two weeks ago, when the news Hoepfully, their rehabilitation
the press awakened from its came that, under Soviet pres- will not come as late as that
long paralysis and the state- sure, Smrkovsky lost his. posi- of Hus. Meanwhile, Czechoslovakia is ra1pidly becoming a con trolled radio and television tion in parliament.
Shortly after the invasion, symbol of imaginative, civinetworks exploited their new
an anxious Czech tourist in lized, non-violent resistance.
freedom with equal relish.
I talked to an old friend of
mine who had spent three
years in Nazi concentration
camps and was later: sentenced by the Communists ~o
Evenings and Saturd~ys t~ protwenty five years in prison. In
mote Time-Life Books by Telespite .of the Ioog idolation, he
phone from our office. Salary,
kept his sanity, and was rapidly coming ,t o terms with the
plus bonus, easy, interesting,
riew realities around him..
employment.
steady
.A former politician told me
Call 831-9201 for interview,cippointment
of· his exposure · to socialist
justice in the days of GottLIFE CIRCULATION COMPANY
wald. Czechoslovakia's presi2907 Bay to Bc;ay Blvd.
dent from 1950• to 1954. After
the script for the trial had
been thoroughly edited and
memorized by all, he had to
privately meet with the judge
who was to sentence him.
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BEER $1!
(With USF ID, Good
Friday and Saturday
nights, Jan. 24 & 25)

Woody Riley's Warehouse
-Gay 90's Night Club
'
127 N. Garden (Between
Cleveland and Drew
Clearwater)

Features:

' • Don Dee at the Piano
• Banio Band
• Sing Alongs
• Old Time Movies
• Good Times to be had by All! (Special USF group rates)
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We'd like to~talk with you on
Tues., February 4 about
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
at Florida Power Corporation ...
~

We'll tell it like it 'is .. . and it's beautiful! Growth?
We must double our capabi I ity in ten years . Advanced .
technology? Our fi rst nuclear-fueled generator
schedu led for operation in 1972. No industry employs
more sophisticated equipment and we're right up
with the best. Florida - and our company - is where
the action is.

Once again· Big Red Tanner is here
to fit your Fickled Finger for that •
ring
of memories. Located in the
U.C. Bookstore, Red will measure
and record_ the essential facts re-garding your selection for that everlasti~g and important "official"
USF finger ring.
* Choice of 10K yellow or white Gold
·* Choice of Stone
* $)0.00 Deposit Required
Juniors - Seniors - Alumni • . . Get your
·Prized Finger Measured Today! _

Please sign interview schedule now posted in the
University Placement Office.

YOVR TAX-PAYING , INV(STOR · OWNED llfCTRIC COMPANY

•

The Return of

I .

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION

~~e

ANNOUNCING

THE JUDGE WAS not concerned about the validity of
the charges; he did not consider that the central issue.
"You and I have a task in this
stage of social development.
We play our roles and society
progresses. Some will survive,
others won't. You are lucky to
save your neck."
1
The judge was casual, al- ;j
most friendly about the whole
thing. The next day the trial ,
began and, eventually, long
prison sentences were imposed upon a "band of traitors who had infiltrated socialist society."
Twenty years of Communist
rule have damaged the moral
fibre of the masses but stimulated character grmvth in the
stronger personalities. Perhaps most pitiful was the fate
of the idealists within the J
Party. Many perished and · ·, :
others suffered a schizophren'
ic nightmare of their lives.
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MEN!

P ANTSVILLE designs a collection for the
young sophisticate. All cotton striped pant
with hour-glass legs, 6-14; 16.00. Knit top,
S-M-L; 7.00. The Village Shop, West Shore
Plaza, Downtown, North Gate, Tampa
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Berry, Maschino Star In 67-46 Win

Brahman Swimmers Crush Miami
Miami - (Special) The University of South Florida swimming team, spurned on by
double victories by Mike
Berry and Rico Maschino,
won their second meet of the
season with a 67-46 victory
over the Miami Hurricanes
last Saturday.
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Proficiency Tests In
PE To Be Given Today

The Brahmans won eight of
13 swimming events and captured the first three. races before Miami notched a win in
the 50-yard freestyle.

T hursday night from 7 :30 till
8 :30 p.m. in P ED 114.

Physical Education proficiency tests in seven sports
will be · given today and
Stud'ents who think they
Thursday for those students qualify in these sport, except
wishing to waiver a particular swimming, .and haven't regissport.
tered as yet must register at
Students who wish to quali- the main desk anytime today.
fy for a waiver in swimming
should report to the Natatotoday between 1 :30 and
3 :30 p.m. ID cards must be
presented.
Tests in archery, fencing,
The USF Sports Car Club
anct ;bowling will also be given will offer an Autocross rallye
today from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. this Sunday morning in the
· fu PED 114.
.FAH parking lots. Registra' Tests in basketball, golf, tion will begin at 10 a.m.
and tennis will be given

rium

Car Race Set

that ,
the·

By EDWARD J. CONWAY
. Correspondent
(This is the first of a _three·
· Flor1part. series on fis bing m

da)

PEPSl•--

Quite possibly the most popular sport in Florida is fishing. Possibly too, the most
sought after fish in the state
is the seatrout (also called
weakfish). This fish is found'
in various places throughout
Florida such as tide rips,
passes, channels, lagoons,
surf, bays, estuaries, and offshore. At this time of year, as
the bay waters begin to cool,
they move from the channels
and pot holes to the grass
flats.
The most productive times
for fishing for seatrout are
during the first two hours of
flood tide and again during
the first two hours of ebb tide.
Quite often they follow the

channels on rising tides; this
makes for good fishing from
the various bridges in the bay
area. Ofte n, during winter,
t hese 'f1·s11 are found in deep
holes in the morning and in
grass flats in the· afternoon. In
the summer they usually remain in the grass flats . They
are m ost common, though,
during the colder months.

SEATROUT ARE caught by
various methods 1.ncluding
surf casting, chumming, still
fishing, jigging and fl y fish·
i11g: Some of the best methods of drifting for seatrout are these: drift slowly over the grass flats with either top water plugs or shallow running plugs downwind;
r ig a tfny yellow streamer or
jig
on. a'
monofilament
.
leader of 12 to 14 inches m
h'
h
length and fasten t IS onto t e
swivel of the rear set of hooks
on the plug (the fish will usu-

COLA
Pick up an extra cartan tadayl
=========__:____:_ : .: .: . :. : . ._ :_ .: __::________..:___:-:::---=-==-==-==-:-;
'

Maschino for the second
week in a row captured both

Best Time ·For Seatrouf

beats

Honest-to-'
Pepsi taste!_

Berry rests aft.er winning
the 1000 yard freestyle in
record setting time. His
mark of 10:5U bettered the
old USF time of 10:57.7 set
by l\fike Lorge in 1967.

Fishing ·1n Florida

Taste

·others
cold!

MIKEBERR,Y

BERRY,1 THE freshman
long distance swimming star
from Coral Gables, won both
the 500 and 1000 yard freestyle
races. He set a new USF record in the 1000 yard freestyle
with a record time of 10 :54.6
breaking the old m a r k of
10 :57.3 by Mike Lorge in 1968
against Tulane.

ally strike at the streamer or
jig); casting with live shrimp
is effective.
Many trout are caught near
the Indian Rocks pier. One of
the best methods is to use a
small float, a split shot about
18 inches above the hook, no
leader and live shrimp hooked'
under the horn on the
shrimp's head. Also try a rig
that ends in a pyramid lead.
Attach a leader 18 inches long
to the line about 12 inches
abnve the lead and use a loose
line with this rig.

THERE

ARE

SEVERAL

diving events quite handily,
edging Miami's John Hammett both times.

Grindley said. "It was a great
team effort."
"THEY SWAM A strong
. d
controlled meet," G rm ey
added, "especially Berry's

be in our favor since most of Keene swept to a close victory of 2:11.7.
the meets left are at home. " with a time of 3 :48.5.
GRINDEY'S SQUAD faces
Grindey feels with a little
The Brahmans took a 1-2 a formidible foe this weekend
hard work his team could fin- sweep in the 100 yard free- when the Brahmans host
ish i.vith a winning season in- s tyle as Berry set his record
Miami-Dade Junior College
spite of losing four of the first and J oe Lewkowicz finished Saturday at 2 p.m.
five meets.
second. USF also added
"To tell you the truth Dade
FOR THE SECOND year in sweeps in the 200 yard butter- will be a tougher opponent
than the Hurricanes· because
a row Miami has been victim- fly and the 200 backstroke.
Lewkowicz won the butter- they will have better team
ized by the Brahmans potent
swimming ·attack. The South fly with a time of 2.05.7 while depth in each event and boast
Florida team wasted little teammate Brazel surged to two junior c o 11 e g e Alltime pos~ing a victory on the second. McNaughton and Bin- Americas. "
Grindey said.
scoreboard, when USF's 400 nie were on the winning tan- " But I think that we have our
yard medley relay team of dem in the backstroke as momentum goi~g now that we
Kelly, Terry Brazel, and Dave McNaughton won with ,a time beat Miami."
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - .

performance."

,

Swimming Coach Bob Grindey had nothing but praise for
his limited nine-man squad
which put the Brahmans r ecord now, at 2-4. "We worke.d'
hard all week and the boys
were just up for this meet,"

The Hurricanes had a few
bright spots in their _line-up in
spite of the loss. Bob Coleman
paced the Miami team with
three pool and University records. Coleman set records in
both sprint races, the 50 yard
freescyle with a time of 21.6
and the 100 . yard' freestyle
with a record setting time of
48.4.

"I believe that our team is
on its way to a ~omeback,"
Grindey pointed · out. . "The
rest of -the schedule seems to
Results: 400 yard medley relay. USF
(Mc Naughton, Kelly, Brazel, a nd Keene,)
3:48.5.
100 yard freestyle: Berry (USFl Lewlcowicz (USF), J ordt (Ml 10:54.6.

MILKS

Or FOUNTAIN DRINK
WHEN YOU TRY ONE OF OUR DELICIOUS .
SANDWICHES.
WE SPECIALIZE IN

200 yard freestyle. Binnie (USF ),
Naffziger (USFl, Barber (Ml . 1.55.9
50 yard freestyle. Coleman (M l , Keene
(USFl, Ewald (M). 21.6.
200 yard indiVldual medley. Meade (Ml,
Osborne (Ml , Steller CUSF). 2: 09.
One m eter diving, Maschino ( USF) ,
Hammett (M), Pfaff (USF). 243.55.
200 yard butterfly. Lewkowicz ( USF),
Brazel (U SFl , Sorge (Ml . 2.05.7.

CUBAN & PASTRAMI
SANDWICHES

THURS.-FRI.
&SAT.
O_~LY

ALSO

SUBMARINES
PIZZA
SHRIMP BOX
CHICKEN BOX
FISH BOX

100 yard freestyle Coleman (Ml, Keene
(USF l, Ewald (M') 48.4.
200

yard

backstroke.

KE

McNaughton

other methods of fishing for (USF ) Binnie .(USFl, Blatchford (M).
the seatrout. One is casting, 2.11.7
using a white jig and a s mall
500 ya rd freestyle. Berry (USFl , Meade
piece of shrimp. By bouncing (M ), Hodgins (Ml Stelter CUSFl. 2:33.5.
Three meter diving. Maschino (USFl,
this combination on the botHammett (Ml, Pfaff -(USFl 253,85.
tom and reeling at the proper
400 yard frees!Yle relay. Miami (Berke,
times will prove effective. Barber
Ewald, Meade) . 3:27.
Also try shrimp without a
weight or, at most, a number
four split shot. If the water is
too shallow to prevent the lure
from snagging in the grass,
attach a small plastic bubble
float approximately 18 inches
above the lure.
l ffi l ' I I
·
1 Many of the ..best . catches,~
. "'!'JI'... .
.~
are · made by fishing on the
edge of the w a t e r a t night
where the light _is dim
and by using here as small a
weight that will keep the bait
on the bottom. When the
water is cold and the troutare in deep holes as in the
morning, hook live shrimp
just under the horns on their
heads and use a split shot to
keep them oi:i the bottom.
Allow the bait to lie there for
.,,I
10 to 30 seconds and then reel
'-,
...
~
it in with one to two foot
..
tugs.
If you do hook one and want
~to bring him in, be careful in
setting the hook, playing the
fish, and boating him because
~
.
~
nf his soft mouth. Because of
. the m outh, the ' fish is called
the weakfish. It is certainly a
· •
sporty fish, but care must be
taken not to tear the hook out.
BECAUSE OF ITS soft
mouth, particular care must
be taken in choosing the r ight
hook to be used. A size one to
four-ought Eagle Claw, Carlisle, or O'Shoughnessy, hook
will do nicely. Live shrimp
are usually the best bait. If
you want to use artificial baits
though, try a live shrimp used
a s a trailer behind a top
water popping plug. Also try
mirrolures, florios, feather
jigs a nd nylon jigs which a re
effective. When spinning use
reflex lures a nd other very
light and' surface lures.
Whatever bait or method
you choose to fish: for seatrout. however, you will find
that fishing for seatrout does
not require a great deal of
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
m oney. You will also lfind that
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
this fish, which has been
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
caught as heavy as 17 pounds,
technology.
is very sporty and good tasting. Remember, though, that
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
the legal minimum size is 12
·
facilities only a· leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
inches.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
Well, good luck and go get
little bit more responsibility than they ca n manage. Reward them well.when they do manage it.
"em."
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FOR
SALE

some decisions are re1ative1v unimportant.
Where vou put vour engineering
talent to work is not.

Archery Club
Will Meet
Fridays At. 2
THIS.WEEK'S SPECIALS
FLORIDA AVENUE
'66 Mustang, V-8, 2 dr., hard tap, It. beige, pwr. steering,
auto., console, stereo radio, air cond/heater, white sid.ewalls, wheel covers. $1795.

DALE MABRY
'65 Plymouth Sport Fury, V-8, auto., bucket seats, cons•
ale, radio/heater, white sidewalls, wheel cavers. $1177.
'66 Galaxie 500, 2-dr. hardtop, VB, Cruiseamatic, power

'67 Mustang, 2+2, burgundy, throughout, 6-cyl., 3/floor,
radio/heat, white sidewalls, wheel covers. ! 1895.

steering & brakes, air cond., radio/heat., white side •
wall s, wheel covers. $1497.

'I1he USF Archery Club will
meet every Friday afternoon
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the archery range be hind the gym.
New membership, student or
fa_c ulty, is welcomed and encouraged.
Univer sity equipment will
be available for those club
m embers when necessary.
Qua rter I m embers s hould
sign up this quar ter to retain
membership. For further info rmation phone the intra mural office, ext. 125.

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
S.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

Consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

01\IISION 0,. UNITl!O

EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u
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An Equal Opportwlll~ £Mpioj11t
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MEET FLORIDA STATE
John Jolinski
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Women Netters Start Saturday .: VOLK.S\Vl.\GEN
, , SEriV1cE·'. '

Super Choke

By STEVE ADAMS
Assistant Sports Editor

Call it what you like, but the Baltimore Colts performance
in Jan. 12 Super Bowl game was \far from being super. The
Colts were not the same team that breezed through 15 NFL opponents and tied the League mark in fewest points allowed in a
season with 144. Don 't sell the Jets and "Broadway Joe" short,
they proved they were the best, the best way they could - on
the scoreboard 16-7. But if the Colts, with their 10th and 11th
year men, could have put forth just a mediocre performance it
would have brought the Super ~owl trophy home to Baltimore
where it should be in the first place.

The women's tennis team
will serve their way into the
1969 season this Saturday
against the Florida State
Seminoles.
Last year the lady Brahmans
racked
up a 7-2 record
•
I
wrth the only two losses sustained at the hand of Rollins
C9llege.
THEY DEFEATED Florida
State twice and also won the
NOT ONLY DID the Colts lose just another football game, Florida' State Invitational Tenbut the prestige of the NFL was lost when they ' did. Coach nis Tournament.
Coach Joanne Young feels
Weeb Ewbank of New York said that his squad was the best
team to, represent the AFL since they staretd the Super Bowl in that tl1is year's team will be
exceptionally strong because
'67. But Baltimore's Don Shula, with tlie best winning record in
they have good over-all depth
the NFL, has a habit of blowing the big games for some reason and plenty of .valuable return•
or other and this year's game was no exception. If you remem- ing experience_
ber in '64 the Colts boasted the strongest offense in the League,
Returning senior Chris Koubut the Cleveland Browns thought different and went on to deal tras, ranked second in Florida
the Colts a 27-0 thrashing, in the NFL-Championship Game, , inter-collegiate competition, is
seeded first on USF's team.
· which was then the "Super Bowl". Last year the Colts lost the
The Adams sisters Tish, JackCoastal Division championship to Los Angeles, when they lost
only one game to you know who - you guessed it - the Rams.
ACTUALLY YOU would have to give Baltimore's· defense
some praise because they did hold the Jets' high powered of,
_fense to one touchdown. That's as good if not better than what
the Packers have done the past two years, but Green Bay
didn't lose.

Tampa Vs. , ~uckeyes?
YOU HAVE to give the Tampa Spartans a lot of credit fJr
thinking or even dreaming of scheduling the Number 1 Ohio
State Buckeyes. If the game comes off, and there are strong
rumors that it might, it would be a great boost to the Tampa
Bay area as far a football center is concerned, now that pro
football is scheduled for two pre-season games here. The last
big NCAA opponent staged with the Spartans in Tampa Stadiurh was the University of Tennessee. Tampa, with a valiant effort, lost that game, but not before waking up a few people that
the Spartans can play top-notch football with the 1b est teams.

There is a classic ring-to-it when you consider a Big 10 opponent, especially the number one team in the country, playing
on the Spartan turf. With the exception of Wisconsin and Illinois, Big 10 teams probably play the best football in the nation.

USF men with a flair for
baseball umpiring can earn
good salaries this .., summer
calling games in nearby Temple Terrace. ,
The Temple Terrace Little
League , for the first time , is

FEELING
DEPRESSED .

• •

using paid student umpires.
Students can earn up to $3 an
hour umpiring games.
Je.ff Smith, a USF JUmor
and foJ:"'1er Oracle sports edi-·
tor, said' any male student
with some baseball knowiedge
is eligible. All . prospective
umpires will receive complete
training before calling any
games. ·
"Umpires will work the
Major and Senior 1,eagues on
a rotati'On basis," Smith said_
"Plate umpires receive $4.5Q
per game and base umpires
are paid $3.50."
He also said Major League
games are scheduled Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, while Senior League
plays Saturdays and Sundays.
"You don't have to consider
yourself a great umpire to
take a position," Smith added_
"We feel young players will
benefit more from having student umpires than volunteer
fathers."
Any interested s t u d e n t
should call 'Or see Smith, 988~
3771, at 208 Holland Ave. in
Temple Terrace. Additional
information is a v a i 1 a b 1 e
through him also.

ie, and Gwenda will also help
give added punch to the team.
ELESA NELSON, ranked
fifth in Florida intercollegiate
competition, is seeded third
and will help give a winning
effort.
Tish -Adams, ranked third in
t h e Florida intercollegiate
competition, won the Tampa
Tournament in November,

TISH ADAMS
. . . leads Brahmans

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

With the shadows of football
finally flickering away in the
limelight, it's a little early to
start thinking about baseball
yet, let alone practicing it.
But not as far as USF baseball coach aubert Wright,
who will begin his fourth year
as head mentor of the Brahmans, is concerned.
WITH THE season less than
a month away, Wright faces
the· problem any coacg encounters of trying to get his
squad in shape, both physically and mentally.
" It's important that the
players, especially pitchers,
report before the season in

The exhibit of drawings in
Fine Arts-Humanities 110 by
Dr. Donald--satf, Head of the
Visual Arts ' Dep·artment, is a
demanding presentation of
works which are as startlingly
unfa~milia1' iu .context as they
are familiar in imagery to the

Windjammers
Meet Tonight
USF's Windjammer Club,
the University's sailing and
racing club will meet on
Wednesdays and Saturdays
for the remainder of the quarter.
The club meeting will meet
at 7 p.m. in the University
Center and on Saturdays at
10:30 a .m. The club will meet
at the Davis Island Yacht
Club for sailing. People needing rides to Davis Island will
meet in the UC lobby.
During the quarter there
will be sailing and racing instruction and increased participation in regattas. Anyone
interested in any aspect of
sailing, beginner or expert, is
invited to join the club.

SAVE TIME

AND

8:15 A.M.
~eturn Trip 4:30 P.M.
by appointment 93S• 1126 ·

BIRDSONG MO~ORS

~~::est p~:!~tgn fa~~sen '.\~
meets Mississippi' State Col1ege, Florida Stat€, 1fiami•

CLUB!!

~':' ;'~-~
?

Ul
@:

reasonably good shape so as
to avoid arm injuries and
pulled muscles," Wright said.
This is one reason why
Wright started. his pitchers
and catchers a week earlier
than the rest of the squad,
which started practice last
Monday.

BUY ALL YOUR 4 and 8 TRACK
CARTRIDGES AT A BIG

:::::~

iM

ii
tfil

fJ

team. However, he plans to ' . ~,:_;_(_I
carry no more than eight •-

DISCOUNT

:~;,.:~;;::'!,~:,'. I
head the veteran mound
corps, which also includes
Jim Diaz, Jerry Carreno and
Ray Pivec.

M
ID
ffi

I~
J
I

"ACTUALLY THE practice
MACKI WILL try to make a
sessions have been nothing
more than physical condition- come-back this year after a
ing with running and calis- lingering arm ailment has cut
thenics," Wright said. "We his performance for the past
won't start hitting and throw- , two years. The s e n i o r
ing until next week when I'm righthander, however, was
sure the pitchers are in good able to win three games when
he returned last year for the
enough shape."
latter part of the season.
· Wright has 16 pitchers,
Diaz, who came into his
headed by five returning
own
last year when he won
lettermen, trying out for the
four games as a relief pitcher,
and Carreno, who led the
team in shutouts, will also be ®
back to give Wright a solid
mound crew boost.

~egular Price

I
'ffi*

contemporar y eye. The collection is marked by its polar nature - decrying the tension of
its anithetical elements.
The works deal with human,
mechanical and v e g e t a 1
forms. All images stand meticulous in clarity, Vespusian
in proportion and correctness.
Yet, despite their distinctness,
the visual categories merge
and overlap. The · antiseptic
human form takes on a ' mechanical bearing; the mechanical parts spring vegetal
growth.
Treated with almost unendurable precision, subtlety of
intonations and diagrammat ic
analyzation, the works become almost surreal. And the
polar nature becomes all the
more evident: despite their
genitalia, the human figures
remain as a · sexual, their static, unchanging drawn line is
-countered by the unexpected
actual shifting of illusionis9c
shadow ; emphatically flat in
s u r f a c e and impression,
drawn parts stand physically
away from each other, cut out
in deeply-receded p l a n es;
and, wholly confident in visual imagery, the drawings
carry on into the literary with
printed quotations from Milton's "Paradise Lost." ·

MONEY

EAT At The SCIENCE CENTER SNACK BAR

This Week
Women's and men 's intramurals will begin this
week with women starting
softball and table tennis ,and
the men with basketball and
handball. Entry deadline for
swimming is January 29.

I
~

~
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$549

$7.. :.: : : : : : : : : : : :

$649

I

I
~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • $799

FREESH:::~

I._ . .

$479_

$698

$998

I

I

Tape Club Price
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Saff Show Marked
By Polar Nature
By LAURA SCHWARTZ
Correspondent

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administr ation Bldg. at

and hopes to help lead the
team into a victorious season.
There are nine other girls
who are vying for positions
who are also extremely good, {@.
according to Miss Young.
Hi
THE SOUTH FLORIDA ii
@

Baseball Practice Starts

I

Be An Umpire

JOANNE YOUNG
. . . ready to start

Dade Junior College, and Rollins, the only team to mar an
otherwise brilliant season last
year.
"I think that if we can get
by Rollins and Miami-Dade in
the ·beginning we'll have a
winning season," Miss Young
said.
The Brahman squad to date
is Chris Koutras, Tish Adams,
Elesa Nelson, Jackie Adams,
Gwenda Adams, Sue Bell,
Toni Kramer, Mary Jo Murray, Carol Steinberg, and
Sandy Eichenbaum.

~

1
I

I

the Purchase of a Car or Home Unit

II

ASK ABOUT MEMBERS' LEASE TAPE PLAN!!

_STER~Q _G_Q

~_ou~p

_- . -L

_

4239 w. llel!nedy ~lam pa

8906 56th Street - Temple Terrace

L;
11,
·
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Think selfishly about your
own career before you decide
on one with Du Pont.

Many have found career
So talk ,to the Du Pont recruiter~ ·
enrichment at Du Pont. This comes.
If he offers you something, think
from being handed a ball and
of it as a professional challenge, not
being expected to run with it. From
a proposal ot marriage.
working with top people, from
growing in a company where the
I
opportuniti.e s are always wide open
I Du Pont Company
I
Room 6685
and the projects are often way out.
I
Wilmington, DE 19898
I
Many have found professional
I
I I'd like your latest
fulfill ment and have built a very full,
I information on opportunities
varied and h appy life as "Du Ponters." I
at Du Pont for graduates
I
Others have found, after working
with degrees in _
_ _ _ _ __
I
I
at Du Pont, that their professional
I
Be selfish. But be honest.
interest lay in teaching, in.further
: Nam,e_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
You've put in a lot of tough years
study or in an industry that
University_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
to get your degree. Your allegiance
offered even wider scope in their ·
Degree
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
lies with a professional discipline.
particular discipline. All of these
Why, then, must you decide now
Graduation DaJe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ c ·.1
men left Du Pont far better qualified ·
•
to plight your trust to a company
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
professionally than when they came.
for life? Don't. Join a company
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
first. If it doesn't
----~
State._ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ __
advance 'you with in that

r-------------------------~

professional discipline,
. well, you're not
married to it.

I
:

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

~ ,·
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College Relations ;·

\~----------------~----~

SANDWICHES HOT AND
COLD.
SALADS
• Coffee, Hot Chocolate
• Favorite C~ld Drinks
•

ABOUT THAT
OLD CAR OF YOURS?
SEE THE

"BUTER IDEA MEN"
RALPH
SNOO K
AL LUCKEY

-----2--~9--t--:-~;;K~;;;;;~;~---1 EGG 1 STRIP BACON AND TOAST

They have the answer to
your transportation proble.ms,

ALSO: Doughnuts, Toast, Coffee, Hot Chocolate, Juices

Mustang - Falcon - Cobra Falrlane - Galaxy

And Other Breakfast Selections
TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW OF THE BRAHMAN
LUNCH AND DINNER ••• 75c Plus Tax .

Bill Currie Ford . _
340.1 Florida Ave.

·
F
ood
Servi
ce From Morrisons
UNIV. CENTER - ARGOS ANDROS

SCIENCE CENTER
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French Girls Show All.
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM .
Feature Editor

f

i

F our

beautiful

Parisian

j models swayed, moved and

~

danced to the music of the
"Opposite Sexes" at Penney's
:t Department store last Friday
t- afternoon.
The models were at West:i•• shore Plaza in Tampa to pret sent clothes designed by a
; young French designer, Victoire. Instead of impressing
•! th~ audience with the clothes,
; they succeeded in charming
: the predominantly male au½ience with their physical attributes.

i

blouses and skirts, low cut
necklines, short, short miniskirts and dresses with holes
placed in just-the-right places.
When the models came
down the ramp wearing knee

bracelets instead of shoes
there seemed to be a stir
among the girl watchers. It
wasn't because the girls were
wearing brace1ets. The band
began to play faster tunes · and

J
i

A' GUY COULDN'T HELP
· :· but be impressed wh·en the
~- models came out throwing
· plastic Hawaiian leis to the
·spectators while taking off the
...skirt attachments to their bi:kini bathing suits.
.
Among the more /"revealing
fashions" presented · at the
show
wer e
see-through

FREE
Long Legs, Long Hair .

SOAP
USF

KOINKLEEN

Intra -fraternity and Panhellenic Councils have named
their pledges for Quarter II.
Pledges who pick up bids during open rush will be announced at a later date. The
pledges are :

LAUNDROMA,T
~ TEMPLE

..

TERRACE_:'.
SHOPPING
CENTER

OPEN 5:30 A.M.. 10:30 P.M.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Andrew W. MacGill, Paul
E. Hooper, Mark Humphries,
Steve Lake, Robert H. Turner, Dennis Modrak, Christopher Houtchens, John C.
Beerman, Dave Garlock, Erik
A. Johansson, · Leonard A.
Samlly, Michael Ke s ~ e I,
Danny . Sands, Richard A.
Kelly, Paul Boswell and

.i
HOW IT FIGURES:

I

Interesting statistics, right?
Look at them one , way, and
,~ you get 96. Loo k at them
1 another way ... long enough
_ . . . and what you're likely to
get is married. From that point
l on, you multiply. So do your
t responsibi lities.
,
f
r It pays to plan for responsibilities. You can do this now
~ by investi ng in a life insurance ·

J

Loren K. Spies.

DELTA TAU DELTA
Loren B. Kelley, George W.
Furrow, Michael Tuminella,
Charles D. Eubanks, John D.
Harris, Cameron Wilson, William Mattei, Robert A. Eastridge, John R. Unnever,
Henry J. Benvenuti, Ralph P.
Murray and Robert E . Menthorn.

KAPPA SIGMA
Ronald C. Weber, Paul S.
Yacynch a nd William C. Bitzel.

LMIBDA cm ALPHA

progr: : that can provide the
foundation for a _sound finan•
cia l structure. The ea rli er you
start, th~ less -it costs, and the
more security you' ll have · a
chance to build.
Stop by our office today. Or
give us a call, and let's, t alk
about subtracting somethi ng
from y~ur life: financial worry.

Pm DELTA THETA .

Pl KAPPA ALPHA

SIGMA ALPHA EPSIWN
.RICHARD WEAR

CLIFF WARRICK

PROV~NT
MUTUAL==:11ii -

I -•

LI FE

I NS UR ANCE C OMPAN Y O F PHILADELPHIA

Colin A. Shankle Agency
Suite 107
S444 Bay Center Drive
Tampa, Florida ·

Robert Persons, J a m e s
. Finkbiner , Steven Tu b b s,
John Bone, Roy Edgerton,
Richard White Dave Dafnis,
Russell Hawkin, Steven Zilkie,
·G eorge Miquel, R o b e rt
· McCallister, Bruce Clements,
Val Nettles, Nicholas Quigley,
Terry Redwine, W i 11 i a m
McCaulie, Carlton Calfee,
Mike Kane, Jame Bixler,
David Longendyke, Wayne C.
Papy and Warren MacDonald.

•

:,.
#

...

....,•
•...

Tired of
_Cold Snacks?

j

"1

1

The Play's The Thing

HOWEVER, SO~IE OF
THE · CLOTHES seemed excessive for the average stuaent. One of the girls wore a
long purple scarf about the
size of a blanket. She wrapped
and twirled the monstrosity
according to the "mood" of
he_r outfit and once wound up
looking like she was strangling her neck. All of the girls
wore cloth boots to match
some of their dresses. One of
the female students observing
said they were very much
"the rage" but added they
wouldn't last her very long
because of all the walking she

must do on campus.
When the show was over the

fashion coordinator for the
store announced that all t he
clothes could be bought in the
store at reasonable prices. One
couldn't help but think that
any price would be a lot to
pay for the . small amount of
cloth that each of the girls
had worn.

·GET
A
"PERMANETTE"
(

FRENCH MODEL
• • . Looks Ahead

AT

THE

SIGMA NU

TRICm

Les Parker, Hanyu Choi,
Thomas Whitaker, Paul de
Mesquita, Gregory Fennell,
James Sheffield, Robert Starford, Edwin Olson, Ray Potts,
William Foster and Charles
Perritti.

Barbara Allen, Shirley Bell,
Minnie Marchese, Linda Peronto, Sara Sheppard and
Cathy Keating.

~"~",.~"'"'ttc
FLETCHER AT 22nd
PH. 935-1400

ERRACE
re

TAU EPSILON Pm
David Carter, Lou Fredricks, Eugene Gold, Robert
Fisher, Alan Hausman, Robert Lopatin, Leonard Goldin,
Marc Gilbert , George Kagan,
Robert Hightower, Mark Kaplan, Jeffrey Goldsmith, Sheldon Zimmerman, Robert Winters, Howard Cahen, Barry
Engel, Bob Pasternak and
Norman Googel.

cut-rate liquors
TEMPLE

8448 5'6th Street
TERRACE
cur RATE

So do careers.
Let's talk about it on
T'!_ursday, January 30.
At The Boeing Company. you can be a member
of a team _that's famous for making good ideas fly.
Such as the 707. America's first jetl iner. And
the 727 trijet. the 737 twinjet. Boeing -Vertol
helisopters. ·the Boeing-bu ilt fast stage for _the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Apollo/ Saturn V moon rocket. And the NASA
Lunar Oroiter. the USAF M inuteman. and the USN
hydrofoil gunboat Tucumcari.
Boeing has exciting.new projects on the way up,
too. The 747 superjet. worl d's largest and fastest
commercial jetliner, ·schedu led to make its first
'flight by the end of 1968. America's supersonic
transport. no_w being developed at the company's
Commercial Airplane Divisi on. Plus other ad'ilanced programs in early development and on
Boeing drawing boards.
They can help get your career off to a dynamic
sta~ in applied research, design, test. manufacturing, service or facilities engineering or computer
technology.
:
Visit yo'ur college placement office and schedule
an interview with the Boeing representative.
Boeing is an equal opportuni°ty employer.

BOEING
Divisions: Commercial Airplane. Space. Missile & Information Systems.
Vertol, and Wichita. Also. Boeing Scientific Research laboratones.

LIQUORS

Next To Pantry Pride

-5326 Busch fflvd.

.'

K

MAKE AMERICA ABETTER PLACE.

ZETA BETA TAU

Betsy Bernard, Rita Brown,
Paula Hines, Fran Le Due,
Bonnie McKay and Liz Raleigh.

ALPHA EPSILON Pm
Wendi Butnick, Lanie Fleet,
Paula Herzfeld, Martha Kaplan and Margie Lindenbaum.

CmOM:F;GA
Sherry Austin, Bonnie Bower, Gail Crowell, Janet Lewis,
Kathy Pappas, Sherry Smither, Janice Tucker, Peggy
Walker and Susan Eastwood.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Debbie Anders, L e s ·1 i e
Faulds, Mary Beth Fry, Alli. son Gatti, Adele Getty, J ulie
Hale, Cindy Ingraham, Betty
Kessing, Kit Kramer, Lindy
M;msfield, Betsy May, Collen
McLaughlin, Mary Kay Nesset, Gayle Rawls, Dawn Rush,
Chris Smith, Vicki Touchton ,
Ellen Walley and Linda \-Vicklein .

DELTA G.UIMA

..~
·'~
'•
.t

Good ideas
get off the ground
at Boeing.

AT ONE POINT in the show
one of the models came out in
a playsuit · with floor length
bows attached to the sho ulder
straps. An unidentified male
said that he thought the young
lady was apparently wrapped
up to be given away as a
gift.
The gir:ls reportedly didn't
speak a word of English, but
the clothes . they wearing
seemed to communicate to
the crowd.

Richard Schwartz, John
David M. Partin, G. Thomas Vanta , Daniel P . .Gaffney, . Scha effer, Harlan Gades , RonJames S. Parham,, Gary T. ald Friedman, Stuart Smith,
Tipps, Barry Wutz, Stuart M .. Merrill Mersel, Robert SilverCannes, Michael K. Mikkola, man, Cary Shookoff, Steven
Calvin Thompson, Raymond Cohn and Gary Weinstein.
Zogorski, Charles C. Thorpe'
and John F. Kingston.
ALPHA DELTA PI

Alan Gordon, Bill Bowan,
Edwin G. Jones, Phil foster,
Clyde Slick, Wayne Skilton,
John O'Rourke, Dennis Lane,
Edward Tocco, James Waddington, Jerre Kittle and John
Henniger.

TOM BASK(SE

g i r 1 s appropriately
swayed and moved according
to the increased pace of the
music.

William ·E. Corcoran, Robert B. Hutchinson, Craig J~
Birkmaier, Jack R. P~lm,
TAU KAPPA EPSILON I
Glenn E. Hammer, James K.
Merriam, Thomas E . Hurtak,
Joel Price, John Brown, LoStanley M. Reigger and Mark ,rens Kuback, Richard Powell
R. Menke.
~,
· and Doyle Harbin.

r

I!

the

IFC, Panhellenic Name Pledges

to

Students
ues.-Wed.-Thur
At

..

Engineers:

•

Try A Hot
Pizza &a
.Cold Beer
at the

PIZZA6:IIUT

3405.E. HILLSBOROUGH

PH. 238-1212

Mercy F ernandez, Shelly
Glazer, Loretta Goodwin,
Cathy Havel; Betty Helm,
Kathy Martin, Julie Mastry,
Gail Montgomery, Nancy
Myer, Kathy Schiebe, Pat
Sterling, Mindy Sylvain and·
Debbie Taylor .

DELTA ZETA
Susan Cody, Mary Lea
Healey, Ginger Matthews,
Jeanne Pamgle, Susan P hillips, J udy Friede, Grace Rhea
and Janice Sarian .

-

KAPPA DELTA
Ruth Albright, Carol Evans,
Vicki Gunn, Linda Garcia,
Kathy Osterman, Ire n e
Rampi, Barbara R o g e rs,
E llen Shanks, Jan Story, Rose
Tennyson, Carolyn Warren,
Mariane Wyche and Debbie
Wooton.

Of all the ways America can grow, one way is by
learning from others.
There are things you can learn in the Peace
Corps you can't learn anywhere else.
You could start an irrigation program: And
find that crabgrass and front lawns look a little
ridiculous. When there isn't enough wheat to go
.
around in Nepal.

You could be the outsider who helps bring a
Jamaican fishing village to life, for the first time
in three hundred years. And you could wonder if
your country has outsiders enough. In Watts. In
Detroit. In Appalachia. On its Indian reservations.
Last year, for the first time, Peace Corps :
alumni outnumbered Volunteers who are now out
at work overseas.

By 1980, 200,000 Peace Corps alumni will
be Jiving their lives in every part of America.
There are those who think you can't change
the world in the Peace Corps.
On the other hand, maybe it's not just what
you do in the Peace Corps tha( counts.
But what you do when you get back.
The Peace Corps, Washington, D.C. 20525. ~
AO\'!Rlt!lUG CON1JUS1Jffl) FOIi TMI! PU!U: Q~
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Free Tutoring At

Feelings Divided On
USF Monorail Need

Developmental Ctr.
An expansion of tutorial services offered by the Developmental Center is now under
way.

Students desiring special assistance in their courses may
apply to the Center for tutoring provided by other students.
The Center is now prepared'
to offer free tutoring assistance in: accounting, chemistry, economics, electrical engineering, English-humanities,
French, math, music, psychol-

ogy, general science, and
zoology.
Expansion of these areas
and the inclusion of additonal
studies is also underway.
More specialized help in
any of the areas is a1so available through the Center, utilizing professional tutors and
entailing fee.
Any student desiring free
tutoring in any of the above
areas should contact William
D. Anton or Jorge Garcia at
the Developmental Center,
ext. 833 or 853.

Martin
Marie
reers

Photo by Wiley Brooks

The Wall
Berlin has a controversial wall. USF has the Argos wall.
These two Argos tcsidents bad trouble getting through the
narrow door and decided that one would have t-0 yield.
Maybe we ntied a yield sign on each of the two sma.U doors
placed on the Argos wall.

Bulletin Board Notices should be sent
to "Director, Campus Publications,
CTR 226" (ext. 618) no ra ter than noon
Wednesday for publication the next
Wednesday.
Send ne ws items d irect to " Editor,
T he Orac le, CTR 222 (ext. 619) ."

Official Notices
IMPORTANT DATES:
Drop Deadline without Penalty : Jan .
31.
"X" Grade Removal Deadline: J an .
24.
Degree Application Deadline: Jan. 24.
Withdrawal wlthOut Penalty Deadline:
Feb. 20.
.

,.,' '

Orientation of New Staff Members.
New non-academic staff members are
invited lo atlend one of the two Orientation Programs listed below to become
lbetler acquain ted with divisions and
personnel w ith whom they w ill be working. For appointments cal l A. Virgin ia
Getch, Personnel Services, ext. 2891.
( Each Program cons ists of t hree sessions.)

Engineers:
• Aeronautical
• Electrical

• Me~a-nre,a~,C'~ ,.&1\
,

··

~

Interviews at campus ~.~~em;~t
office on January .30

Martin Marietta Corporation is interviewing
for career positions
in major, long· -term Research I
•
Development and Production Programs.
Opportunities exist in the techno,l,ogies .
associated with Space Exploration, Advanced
Electronics and-Communications Systems,
Missile Systems, and High Strength Materials. ;,
Martin Marietta has major facilities in:
Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando,
Florida; Wheeling, Illinois.
·
If you are unable to schedule an interview,
please send your resume to:
DIRECTOR COLLEGE RELAT IONS .
AEROSPACE GROUP DEPT.
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
MARYLAND 21240

IWARTIN .IIWARIE77"'A
An Equ~l Opportunity Employer

ADM

ADM
ADM
a .m.,
ADM

Campus Date Book

TODAY
'\ ¥ oung
a.m., UC lobby.
Top College Girl Voting, 9 a.m., UC
lobby.
.
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a.m.,
UC 251.
.
continuing . Education, 1 :30 p.m., UC
158.
.
SG Candidates Meeting, 2 p.m., UC
202.
.
P.A.C.C., 2 p.m ., UC 204.
UC Recreation Committee, 2 p.m.,
UC 205.
. SG Internal Affairs, 2 p.m., UC 215.
Top College Girl, 2 p.m., UC 248.
Meet the Departments, 2 p.m ., UC

oi~~~.~-

255-6.

FEA Meeting, 2 p.m., EDU 202C.
Coffee House, 2 p .m., ENA.
Political Union, 2 p.m ., soc 128.
Senior Accounting Organization, 2
p.m., BUS 107.
Students for Responsible Government,
6 p.m., UC 200.
UC Program Council, 6 :30 p.m., UC
158.
UCPC Personnel Drive, 7 p.m., UC
252.
IFC Rush, 7 p.m., UC 216.
THU_RSDAY
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a .m.,
UC 251.
·P.A.C.C. Membership Drive, 9 a .m.,
UC lobby.
Continuing Educ. and Educ. Meeting,
9 a.m., UC 158.
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a .m ., UC 255.
Continuing Education Luncheon, 1l :50
a.m., UC 256.
Christian Science, 4:30 p.m., UC 205.
University Song Fest Eliminations, 6
p.m., UC 248.
Top College Girl, 7 p.m ., UC 255-6.
158.
Amateur Radio Club, 7 p.m ., UC 204.
Top College Girl, 7 p.m., UC 255..6.
Esperanto Class, 7:30 p.m., UC 201 .
Student Legislature, 7: 30 p.m., UC

2.52.
Bergman Film
Festival : "Virgin
Springs", 8 p.m ., Business Auditorium
FRlDAY
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a .m .,
UC 251.

Harry, likes to
stayi:ight on top
of things.
__

;,_- __.,- .,...~:-

Like your bumper.

If you don't want to he Hit"
when some guy in a hurry starts playing bumper tag, just slow down. He'll
probably go around you. Even if he
doesn't, you'll open up enough interval between you and the car ahead to
avoid a possible sudden stop and sock.
Whenever, wherever you drive
••• drive defensively. Watch out for
the other guy. He may be in your
rearview mirror.

Watch out for·the Other Guy.

:~&
Outtr.'"

Published tCI save live$ in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the National Safety Counc~.

~~,, ..,,11 '(I'

I
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TUESDAY
Personnel Services Safety Course, 9
a .m., UC 248.
Song Fest Tickets, 9 a.m., UC lobby.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 29
Wage - Hour WorkShOP, 9 a .m ., UC
251.
F\!rsonne l Serv ices Safely Course, 9
a.m., UC 248.
Song Fest Tickets, 9 a.m., UC lobby.
Coffee House, 2 p.m ., E NA.

2 \ :}:.• .,

FLOWERS fOR
ALL OCCASIONS
PH. 988-5010

,; "s"·•S::f ..:7 ...;•;_....~.•-·.•.w

FOR HIMS And HERS! .

1:il

VAL-O-GRAM
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Temple Terrace Florist

.

8912. 56th St.
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HAIRLO~FALL!

·.•~ ~

* PERMANENT BOOY WAVE

*

WILL HOLD ITS SET ON EVEN

DAMP & HUMID DAYS

*

LIGHT,

COOL & MADE TO

MATCII YOU.RN::::ALSHADE

I

$1695
ONLY

$2500

I

I
I

I
I

I

Your Check is Good With Student J.D.

I fi
I

"Eight Experienced
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PRESCRIPTION

COSTS YOU LESS !
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Coop Placement
More than 150 e m p loyers are current.
ly seeking USF stude nts for Cooperat ive Education Training assignm ent tor
Quarter I II (Training P eriod starting
Monday, March 24l. For further information visit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131. ext. 171.
New a ssignments available for majors in all colle ges, especially good op.
portunities for majors in chemislry, engineering, accounting.
All s tudents invited to attend Caree r
Pla nning Sessions held e a c h Wednes•
day. Sign up in advance al Co-op Office, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 at 2
p.m. on Wednesday for room assignme nt.
Among other opening now listed are
the follow ing:
LIBERAL ARTS
Art or P re-Ar<:hile cture: General Serv ices Administration , Washington, D.C.;
National Par k Service, Washington,
D.C.
Bacteriology: Food - Drug Administration, Washington, D.C. Atla nta,
Ga·.
Biology: Argonne Na tional Laboratory, Argonne, Ill.; Bureau of Commercial Fis heries , various loca tion s in the
Southea st, in Florida & South Carolina;
Bureau of Sport Fisheries & Wild life
At lanta; Encephalitis Research Cente r,
Tampa ; Food & Drug Administra tion,
Washington, D.C.; Game & Frestt
Waler Fish Commission, various locat ions in F lorida; Ma rine land, SI. A ugust ine; U.S. Coast Guard, Washington,
D.C.; U.S. Nava l Ocea nographic Office,
Was hington, D.C.; VI TRO, Eglin Air
Force Base, Fla.
Chemistry. Argonne Na tional Labora •
tory, Argonne, Ill.; Cent ral Intelligence
· Age ncy, Wa shing lon, D.C. ; Defenst!
Personnel Support Center, P hiladelphia;
E. I. duPont de Nemour s & Co., Aiken,
S.C.; Food & Drug Administration,
Washinglon , D.C.; General E lectric Co.
Rome, Ga.; Ge ne ral Services Ad m inistration, Washington, D.C.; Inte rnationa l
Minerals & Chemic al Corp., · Bartow;
Rayonier, Inc.. J essup, Ga .; SmithDouglass Division, P lant City ; Un ion
Car bid e Corp., Oak Ridge, Tenn.; U.S.
Army Missile Command, Hunlsville,
Ala . ; U.S. Office of Ed ucation, Wash•
ington, D.C.
Geography : Ce ntra l Inte lligence Agenc y, Washingt on, D.C.
Geology: Centra l lnlelligence Agency,
Wash ington,
D.C. ;
Environme ntal
Scie nce Serv ices Adm ;nistrat ion, Rockville, Md.; U.S. Nava l Oceanographic
Office, Was hington, D. C.
History: General Services Admlnlstra•
lion, Atlanta, Ga.; National Archives &
Records Service, W ashington, D.C. ;
Alexandria, Va. & Atlanta, Ga. ; Nationa I Park Service, New York, Ne w York
Was hington, D.C.; U.S. Office of
Educa t ion, Washington, D.C.
Journalism : Ling-Temco-Voug ht, Inc ..
Da llas; Martin Co., Orlando; NASA,
va ri ous s pa ce cente rs, The Tampa
Times & The Ta mpa Tribune, T ampa ;
U.S. Army Missile Com mand, Huntsville, Ala .
Mathematics: Argonne Nationa l Labor a tor y, Argonne, 1-11. ; Boeing, Huntsville, Ala. ; Centra l Inte lligence Age ncy,
Washington, D.C. ; City of Tampa comptrolle r' s office, Tampa ; Environmental
Science Services Administr a tion, Rockville, Md.; FlorLda Power Cor p., St. Pete r sburg; lnte r na lional Bus iness Ma ch ines, Huntsville, Ala .;
Lockheed•
Georgia Co., Ma r ietta, Ga.; NASAGodda rd Spa ce F light Cente r, Greenbe lt, Md. ; NASA-Wa llops Sta tion, Wallops Island , Va. ; Na va l Ship Research
& Deve lopme nt Cente r, Wa shington,
D.C. ; Southe rn Be ll va rious loca tions in
Florida; Un ion Carbide, Oak Rid ge,
Tenn. ; U.S. Army Missile Command,
Huntsville, Ala; U.S. Naval Oceano•
gra phic, Wa shington, D.C.; U.S. Nava l
Tr a in ing De vice Center, Orlando.
Math- Physics:
Boeing ,
Hunlsvllle,
Ala.;
Cent ra l
Intelligenc e
Agen cy ,
Washington, D.C.; E . I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., Aiken, S.C. ; E nvironm e nta l Scie nce Servic es dministra tion,
Rockville, Md. NASA-Goddard Space
Flight Ce nter, Greenbelt, Md.; Sout hern
Be ll, var ious locat ions in F lorida; UnIon Ca rbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn .; U.S.
Na val Training Device Ce nter, Orlando.
M e teorology: E nvironmenta l Scienc•
Services Adminis tration, Rockville, Md.

I

BEAUTIFUL WIGS

Co-Op Education
TODAY, Jan. 22
Career Planning Conference for sludents interested in Cooperative Education a ssignments during Quarte r 11 1 and
IV, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.
MONDAY, Jan. 27
Ford Motor Co., lo interview s tudenls
lnteresled in Cooperative Education U•
signments. Conta c t Mr. Westberry,
Co-op Coordnator, ENG 37 or phone
e xt. 1n for appointment.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 29
Career Planning Conference for stude nts interes led in assignments in Co•
operative Education during Quarter II I
and-or IV, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.

I
I
I
~

1111.

SUNDAY
University Scholar Awards Reception,
10 a.m., UC 255..6.
u.c. Movie: " Countess from Hong
Kong," 7:30 p.m. , BSA.
Artist Series • Chamber Playe rs, 8:30
p.m., Theat re.
MONDAY
University Song Fest Tickets, 9 a.m.,
UC lobby.
Luncheon - Mr. Carr, noon, UC 255..6.
Top College Girl, 7 p.m., UC 255-6.

monorail is feasible because
of money,'' remarked Edgar
W. Kopp, dean, college of engineering. "Other universities
operate little trains with less
danger and expense.."

ey;~~:,ilJ ~m,wt,%,o/.J!£::.::-,.:::;_./\.:.Jf3/}f::\.;,-%V~-••~~§// X/"/ : /\-.:

SATUR DAY
Miss Andros Contest, 7 p.m, ENA.
UC Movie: " Countess from Hong
Kong," 7:30 p.m., BSA.
Band Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.

p.m.,

Times and plac2s of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University Center lobby bulle l in boards.

-• Electronic

• Civil'"'.'

Monday, Jan. 27, 3:30-5:00 p.m.,
296.
Wednesday, Jan. 29, 8:30-9:45
ADM 280.
Friday, Jan. 31, 8:30-10:30 a.m.,
280.
Tuesday, Feb. 11, 3:30-S p .m .,
296.
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 8 :30-9:45
ADM 280.
Friday, Feb. 14, 8:30-10:30 a .m.,
280.

P.A.C.C., 9 a. m. , UC lobby.
Motorcycle Club, 2 p.m., UC 203.
UC Specia l Events, 2 p.m ., UC 204
Russian Club, 2 p.m., FAH 226.
Miss Andros Contest, 7 p.m., ENA.
!JC Movie: "Counte ss of Hong Kong, "
7:30 p.m., BSA.
Readers Theatre, 8 p.m., Thea tre.
Wage & Hour Workshop, 9 a .m ., UC
Concert: Gerald Reyno lds, 8:30 p.m.,
FAH 101.

the distant parking areas until
this university can afford high
rise n::i r ki n"' "
"A mass transportation system on campus would be excellent, but I'm not sure ·a

Would students at USF like
a monorail on campus? Out of
50 people questioned, 25 said
yes and 25 said' no. However,
many answers were qualified.
" F antastic! I hate walking.
There isn't enough time,"
said Michaela O'Brien, 3 PHI.
"We need books in the library. Exercise is good for
us," countered Sandra Martin, 4 ENG.
"IT'S A GOOD IDEA if
they're going to build parking
lots in the boondocks," said'
Dee Camp, 4EDE.
"We need it. It takes me ten
minutes to get from my car to
my first class,'' said' Richard
Thurm, 1 MTH.
WE R-EALLY need some
fast transportation. I think it's
feasible, " said Ghazi Aboulhosn, an engineering. major
from Lebanon.
"It had better be aesthetic
as well as functional. Fitting
it in with the appearance of
the campus is a problem in it•
self," added Richard Fiorica,
J . Wunderlich, vice president,
4PHY.
. "I've b e e n enthusiastic
from the first," said Herbert
dean of student affairs. "We
will need' transportation from

TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST

Send Her/Him the Message
You Never Dared to Say!
(NO PORNOGRAPHY!)

SEND A VALOGRAM!

SOC

for3 lines

Published February 11

AONCE IN ALIFETIME CHANCE
FOR LOVERS AND ••• (You Name it!)
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'The Birds' To Fly
Friday In Theatre

Rolling Stones Album
In Its Own Category
THERE ARE other cuts
worth noting. "Stray Cat
Blues•; is a masterpiece of
double-meaning; it really refers to a groupie (a girl who
follows behind any and every
band she can find ). " I see
that you're 15 years old, but I
don't want your I.D." Several
times Jagger says, "Bet your
mother don't know you bite
like that." Once it is mumbled, and I swear it sounds
like he substituted the word·
"screw" for "bite."

THREE SONGS express the
album's theme. In "Street
Fighting Man," Jagger explains that he digs what's
happening, but he still just
plays in the "same old rock 'n'
roll band." The music is full
and powerful, like a wall.
Jagger practically screams to
be heard.
·

By DAVID TATELMAN
Correspondent

It would be a mistake to
call "Beggar's Banquet" by
the Rolling Stones merely the
second best album of the
year, because the Stones do
what they do better than anybody else could.
In the album they establish
"Sympathy for the Devil"
themselves as the group most
puts
the whole political thing
able to speak to the revolution. The album is political, in context. Says "Rolling
but not protesting. Pr otesting Stone" again, ."It is a striking
is so.mething for liberals and picture of the world gone mad
foik singers preoccupied with . . . It is always the men on
lyrics. The Stones, according top who are the enemy."
to · the January 4 issue of Musically, "Sympathy for the
"Rolling Stone," "find the Devil'' is the best cut in the
whole political process some- _album, especially the drums
and piano. We also see rething worthy of contempt."
flected some of the pop
world's new awareness of·the
occult.
"Salt of the Earth" is the
third theme song. It effectively uses strong drumming,
driving piano, and· a large
chorus. This song is a tribute
WED.-THUR.~
to the real victims of society:
FRI.- SAT.
the workers and the poor.
[Ml
"Say a prayer for the comANGELS FROM HELL
mon foot soldier . . . his wife
TOM STERN
and their children." Yes, even
PLUS ,
the soldier is a victim of the
YOUNG RUNAWAYS
system.

"No EX)lectations" a n d
"Factory Girl" use some
country techniques. "Expectations" is slow and tasteful.
"Our love is like our music;
it's here and then it's gone."
"Factory Girl" even has an
old-time fiddle, in combination with harp, acoustic gui_tar, and, I think, conga
drums. "We get drunk on Friday nights . . . we get busted
everyv;here."
"DEAR DO CT O R" is
funny; it's the universal story
of a boy who has to get married. "The gal I'm to marry is
four-legged SOW • •• Don't
you worry cried my mother
as she plied me with bourbon
so sour." ·

a

PATTY McCORMACK
PLUS

COP OUT

Theatre Piece, Faculty

BOBBY DARIN

SUN.-MON.-TUE.
[Ml
.
SECRET LIFE OF AN
AMERICAN WIFE

Recital Featured Friday
An afternoon of "Chamber
Music" will be presented by
the Experimental Theatre
Friday at 2 p.m. in the Centre
Stage.
The piece was written by
playwright Arthur Kopit and
will be conducted by Rich
Sharkey. The all-girl ensemble includes Suzanne Lunny,
Jane Banks, Jane Jackson,
Sherrie Ahlin, Cherry McIntyre,, Nita Laca, Rusty Webster and D. Hollingsworth.

· WALTER MATTHAU
PLUS

5 CARD STUD
Dean Martin
&

WED.-THUR.-FRI.

lul"COOGAN'S BLUFF"
l!!!I CLINT EASTWOOD
PLUS
"DARK OF THE SUN"
ROD TAYLOR

. THE DIVISION OF FINE
ARTS will present a faculty
recital with Jerald Reynolds,
baritone, and Armin Watkins,
piano, Friday evening at 8 :30
in the- Fine Arts Auditorium.
Included in the program
will be, Banalities, a cycle of
five songs on poems by Apollinaire by Poulenc, The Fortunate Islands by Hoffman and
Ching-a-Ring Chaw (Minstrel
Song) by Copland. The recital
is free.

UNITARIANS

SAT.

rm

VARN, THE UNBELIEVABL
GAMMA THE INVINCIBLE
SOUND OF HORROR
CASTLE OF EVIL

·

AND OTHERS WITH tlBERAL RELIGIOUS VIEWS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF THREE PROGRAMS, CONDUCTED BY BAY

SUN.-MON.TUES.-WED.

AREA MINISTERS. THESE MEETINGS, SPONSORED BY LOCAL UNITARIANS
ARE TO PROVIDE A RELAXED ATMOSPHERE WHERE NEW FRIENDSHIPS
CAN BE MADE AND OLD FRIENDSHIPS RENEWED.

' I.Q]

OR THE LOVE OF IVY
PLUS

THE HEART IS A
LONELY HUNTER

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22 - 8:00 P.M.
UNIVERSlt'Y CHAPE~ FELLOWSHIP

...································-······························································~
Tampa Bay"s Only
....
PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK CAST ONLY
.... Theatre-in-the-r,>und
...
-..* OFF BROADWAY *
..-DINNER THEATRE
...
OPEN NIGHTLY (except Mon,)
.
.
...
...- NOW PLAYING ....
.

n,ilu,

.

"THE DRUNKARD"

: Bartke's Famous

: Gour-met Buffet 6:45 p.m.
• Magic Stage
8:30 p.m.
: Cocktails from 5:00-p,m.

::~I
:

,._

..

: , ~,._ _ _

~~r~•;:L~~'~1E

St, Pete: Clearwater
•·
872-4706 442-2653
lftV.4 TAMPA PHONE 884-7501

JIOl

•

·11a1.

Dancing Nightly Red Velvet Lounge

•

_

•

:

DISCOUNT~.

ON FOOD AND DRINICS
:
TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF •
ALL NIGHTS EXCEPT TUES, & SAT,:

! •••••.•••.•• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.. •........... ~ •.•••••.••• ~

"DAZZLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture
'Romeo &Juliet' quite the way you did before!"

-a..1FE

..
•
•

WHO IS.THIS MAN?

The Baroque C h a m b e r
Players of Indiana University
-will be appearing Sunday at
8:30 p.m. in the Theatre as
part of the USF Artist Series.
The four musicians are
members of the Indiana University School of Music. Each
has had an extensive musical
career prior to their acceptance of staff positions.
James PelJerite formerly
was solo flutist with the Phila-

,: ,fA RMHl\':'1<T l'lCrt]ttf::,. I"''·'"\'·'
•.:·-.1:AIH. l·tt.'t

Tt.-

FRANCO
ZEFFlKELLl
,,r
1·~.ruc-tiun

ROMEO

c?JULIET

compatible.
l'here was a time when you
nee_ded two or more separaie

delphia Orchestra under Ormandy; Jerry Sirucek was oboist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Reiner;
Murray Grodner, double bassist, was a member of the NBC
symphony under Toscanini;
and W a 11 a v e Hornibrook,
harpsichordist, conductor, and
conert pianist, was_ formerly
accompanist for Dorothy Sarnoff, F red Waring, and Columbia Concerts.

DAY NURSERY

& KINDERGARTEN
:'.~~ii~;~';~~~~:.mi I O~_H_~Y/ llONARD WH!llN6/ MllD D'Sli[A/Ml~ .lYORK/ JOHN lktNHN /.fN.~~~D / NA!~ r!JY MBtRI Slfffi[NS .,©, ~
-:j
~..Z'A:~ / mmro BflUSAII and M,a.l;IJUNO D'MIICO / ANTHONY ~YHOCK·AllAN and ,roHN BMOOURNURICHARD60Dll'MN/fMNCO IHflRBll ,~ =111;I~ I'· ./.'!..! i

l!!!J.

DOORS OPEN
12 :45

Starts TOMORROW!

.----------.
~. .l""'W'..,.,..

I

New Air Conditioned Facility serving hot meals and offering expert
supervision for infants and child care Mon.· Fri.

; us,
I-

NO RESERVED SEATS

CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS
FEATURE TIMES:
1:10 · 3:50 • 6:30 · 9:05

..
1

f

\·

In Artist · Series
··:.

THE PLAY WILL be presented as a staged reading,
although scripts are not being
used. A master script will be
on stage to remind the audience that "Birds" is a Chamber Theatre presentation.
Trying to keep within the
bounds of Chamber Theatre
has been our biggest problem," · Miss Kelly said. "We
have gone as far as we can go
before reaching the Conventional Theatre Point .. . •
and it _will be interesting to
see how our experiment with
freedom will work out." 1

KEEPING UP WITH THE JET SET OF LUTZ is
Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
no easy affair. If it isn't the Temple Terrace Royal "11he Birds" will take over
" IN CHAMBER THEATRE
Castle or'the magazine section of Eckercl's, it's a 7:30 the Theatre whel). a comedy
the
author's point of view is
p.m. gig at Dipper Dan's. Go! Go! Go!
team of two earthlings leave
given
directly to the audience
Well, this weekend was no different. The three Athens to find a better life.
•
by
way
of a narrator. Some
Epops, King of the Birds, is
members of the Lutz Leathernecks climbed in their
conventional
theatre is in the
'47 Hudson Hornet and headed for St. Petersburg to the first the duo must speak realm of Chamber Theatre,
to
in
order
to
free
themselves
frequent the ???· House. (The"???" is roughly transof society's ways, as Epops such as Thorton Wilder's 'Our
lated as "Or.") The management has gone to no pains · was
once a man and they fig- Town.' In 'The Birds,' the
to make the pink, purple and yellow striped build_ing ure he will probably under- chorus speaks to the audience
as do some of the characters,
amiable.
·
stand their discontent.
and
in this way, the author's
LO AND BEHOLD: meeting us at the front door
THE FIRST PART of "The point of view is expressed,"
was a doorman, dressed in a striking blue uniform Birds" is mainly about the said Miss Kelly.
with flashing buttons and badges (for years of ser- founding of "Cloud Cuckoovice, no doubt). Onc;:e he was satisfied we were part of land" and the team's triumph
the "In Club," we entered. Greeting us upon sitting at over earthly pests.
KAY KELLY, director
PETER, PAUL & MARY
the bar, were three, tall mysterious drinks . . . we
noted that the play is a marCurtis Hixon Hall
didn't even have to order. Such service, ah!!!
Thursday, January 30
Nominally priced at 1-20th of $10, the mystic drink velous comment on the poly8:15 P.M.
was cold. Turning upward to receive the change I theistic absurdity of the
Athenian religion.
happened, by shear luck, to notice our waitress. The
The script has been updated
Tickefs: $3, $4, $5
poor girl must have been miserable. Her costume _con- from the original Greek transsisted of a few thread-bare shreds of exotic cloth lation (adaptation by Walter
Tickets on sale at Box Office, all
around her waist and the poorest fitting counterpart Kerr). References to historiarea Sears stores, and Bel ks of ·
at her top. She also had to constantly bend way over cal characters which might be
•Britton.
to counteract business since some flunky architect unfamiliar have been left out.
"A MODERN AUDIENCE
built the floor behind the bar only one foot from the
Send stamped, self-addressed enbar itself. THEN, indicating improper rearing, she will be able to enjoy this play
velope to Curtis Hixon Hall for
ma ii orders.
::,
and the other employees began to dance on the bar. as much as a Greek audience
would
have,"
stressed
Miss
EXCL
Can you' imagine!
Kelly.
THEY THEN BECAME MORE CIVILIZED and
quite politely shared turns dancing on a stage to
music while someone turned a projector .making
strange film prints go over them. It was all for the
best, since none of them could seem to keep their
poor-fitting tops on.
However, I must say the one femme, seemingly
an attraction, who did the dance wearing the boots
with an iron cross on one of them, certainly must
have studied dance under someone. A group called
the "Doors" accompanied her, and the undulating
music forced her to contort to all sor:ts of the most, un•
natural posit!ons. At first I recognized it as a Fox
Trot . . . then was informed better.
Seeing this, we realized there were many retired
used car salesmen waiting for seats, and we departed
. . . thanking the doorman on the way out realizing
the establishment was exclusive: he was turning
someone away.
"THE FANTASTICKS" OPENS TONIGHT at the
Falk Theatre for a four-day run. The U. of Tampa's
Drama Department is presenting the play. Curtain is
at 8:30 p.m. and student tickets are $1. Reservations
may be made by phoning 253-3726. By Tom Jones and
Harvey Schmidt, the play is a musical blend of satire
and romanticism, bright comedy and serious verse.
"ANY WEDNESDAY," A COMEDY BY MURIAL
RESNICK, opened at the St. Pete Little Theatre Tuesday\for a six-day run.
._'
"GOODBYE CHARLIE" OPENS TONIGHT at
the Showboat Dinner Theatre with Lynn Bikes as
Charlie. Curtain is 8:30 p.m. and reservations may be
PHONE 839-7390
made by phoniog 223-2545. The theatre has initiated a
Ladles' Night on Sunday with ladies being admitted
for one-half the regular admission charge.
TWO FINE FILMS ARE OPENING TIIlS WEEK
at Tampa Theatres: " Romeo and Juliet" Thursday at
the Florida and The Beatles' " Yellow Submarine"
Friday at Loew's on West Shore. It's a shame, just by
-the by, that the Hollywood PR men have billed
" Romeo . . . " as a sex epic via the early-morning
bedroom scene. Nothing could be further from the
truth. In fact, the film seems to be a most appropriate
introduction to the classic for children.
UNDERGROUND RADIO (OF A SORTS . . .
UNDER THE LIBRARY) has reached USF. It's
billed as "Catharis" and it stars David Tatelman, Bill
Peterson, Bob _Yanez and Suzy Creamcheese (all
well-known hippie-types .. probably working for the
C.I.A.) It's aired on WUSF (89.7 on your FM dial) every Fr iday evening at 6 o'clock.
~nd soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wea ring periods
ALSO IN THE UNDERGROUND CAVERN in the
so l ution s to
assures you of proper lens hyvidio department, WUSF-TV (Channel 16 .. . UHF)
properly modgiene. You get a free soaking-storhas resumed "Potpourri" with extra special exciting
ify and cara
age case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every
for your con added attractions: Bob Irwin and yours truly, along
tacts , m3king
bottle oi Lensine.
with the same old Ralph Randall Ragen. Broadcast
them ready for
It has been demonstrated that
each Tuesday at 7:05 p.m., the show will make a fan- lenses are made
you r eyes. But now
im proper storage between weartastic effort to inform and amuse the USF student. of modem plasthere 's Lensine from
ings permits the growth of bacthe makers of
teria on the lenses. This is a sure
We're opposite "Tuesday Award Theatre," "Here's tics wh ich have endifferent charac Muri ne. Lensine,
cau:i_e of eye irritation and, in
Lucy," and "Travel-Adv. Theatre," so it's really the tirely
teristics than the tissues
!or contact comsorne cases, can endanger your
best available. Turn on and tune in!!!
and flu ids of the eye. Conse fori and conven ience.
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
If you're following "The Film Generation" on que ntly· your eye cannot handle
Lensine because it's sterile, self.
lensine is the one solution
Channel 3 . . . Tuesday, The Way We See It will be this foreig n object without help. !or complete contact lens care. sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring for your
So, in order lo correct for
Just a drop or two of Lensine coa ts
. shown at 9 p.m. A study of teenage community film
contacts be as conven Mother_Nature's lack of foresight.
and lubricates your le ns. This alworkshops, their origins, effects and the fjlms they you have to use lens solutions to lows the lens lo float more freely
. ient as wearing them.
make.
make your contacts and your eyes
Get some Lensine . .•
in the natural lluids of your eye.

Chamber -Music

r.;\

"Birds" is a Chamber Theatre production in the freest
sense, Miss Kelly explained.

By MAXINE KAMIN
Fine Arts Editor

13202 15th ST.

Phone 935-5107
\
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Why? Because Lensine is an " isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with
Le ns ine retards the build-up of
foreign deposi's on the tenses.

Mother's little helper.

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses

